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ABSTRACT
In an effort to provide better service for the

minority and disadvantaged population of Bridgeport, Connecticut, the
public library devised the Developing Awareness of Community
Resources Staff Training Institute (DACRI) for its personnel. The
goal of the training program was to have each participant gain a
working awareness of community resources and to become a better more
communicative information contact in order to give more effective,
relevant library service to the community. The training consisted of
mini courses on minority cultures and urban studies, tours to
increase knowledge of community resources and agencies, and
communications skills sessions. Instruction in video taping and the
tapes of DACRI sessions were also made available. Evaluations by
participants, the project director, and outside observers indicated
that the program was successful. Participants were enthusiastic, and
possibilities for future staff training and development were seen as
an outgrowth of DACRI. Documents used for planning, publicizing, and
evaluating the institute have been included in the appendixes.
(LS)
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"And how shall you rise beyond your days and nights unless you
break 12r1 chains abich you at the dawn of your understanding
have fastened around yaw noon blur:

Nab= Cavan 4 The Pro giant
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The Bridgeport Public Library serves as an information resource
center for Bridgeport and residents of the surroundimg County of
Fairfield. Although called the Park City, and the Industrial
capitol of Connecticut, Bridgeport is a city of 1,60000 of whom
40,000 are members of Black and 4anish speaking miaority, groups,
and of whom a high number are unemployed, under-employel, and
otherwise disadvantaged.

Problems many other cieies reed all at in Bridgeport. Rousing,
drugs0.racial fri_aion traneeoretica, education, and crime and
all topics of big% concern. These problems draw persons throughout
the city to the library for information relating to their needs.

Unfortunately, until a year ago, the staff at the library had been
trained in a pattern of library service that was based on the char -
acter of the city-as it existed before the mid-50's when the im-
migration oe minorities to the city started. May of the staff,
because of their backgrounds and training found difficulty in re-
sponding to the needs of people who live in the inner-city. Mbre-
over, because of the problems of urban living - lack of transportation,
fear of crime in the streets, polarization, many staff lacked a
good first hand understanding of tee city---it's agencies, institutions,
organizations, people, neighborhoods, it's failings and it's good
points. A 1972 survey of the staff shoved that most did not parti-
cipate in local. co=unitiorcenizetions.

In order to change the patters of library service an active program
of community relations and outreach ves started several years ago.
In spite of its seccessfal impaet, the program bad two serious
failings:

(1) Althozgh inner city people became informed about the
library, when they attempted to use it's services
they found staff ware ill equipped to relate to their
needs.

(2) Many of the staff considered a'- outreach approach
and coo unity relationc work to be extraneous to good
library service, and thus declined to actively support
these efforts.

An additional internal problem lea hftdered staff development in the
library, because both the physical plant and the star-0=g pattern
are based on a departmentalized structure that was developed in the
1920's and 30's.
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A more fluid structure was needed to meet the constantly Changing
needs of the community. The community needed a library staff which
could be open to new ideas, sensitive to people, and whiCh would
relate, communicate and help. The potential existed, however, the
staff needed to know their community and to create an open structure
that would. be fluid and responsive.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

In consequence the following evolved as the overall goal for the
Developing Awareness of Community Resources Staff Training Institute

(DACRI):

To have each participant gain a working awareness of community re-
sources and to 'become a better more communicative information contact
in order to give more effective, relevant library service to the
community.

Objectives which would lead to the goal being realized were three-
fold:

First the participants were to familiarize themselves with the re-
sources within the City. It was felt that experiencing where resources
are, and how they look inside, plus studying concepts of help or
information would generate an enthusiasm on the part of the participant.
Re would then tell citizens how to find a place, and what and who
can be found there. The types of resources were to be varied. They
would include model cities facilities, community centers...Iallan
Jewish, Ebert() Rican, Black, legal services, drug programs, um*.
ploysrant service, adult learning centers, and the three colleges
within the city. It was felt that although most staff felt they
knew the City of Bridgeport, zany bad not seen important parts of
their city for many years.

Second, participants were to be offered introductory courses on
subjects pertinent to today's information needs. Topics would in-
clude Spanish culture, Black History and culture, media in adult
and reference service, urban studies, youth culture and management.
It was hoped that introduction to these topics would whet appetites
for more education and participants might follow by taking courses
in these topics on their own. It was also thought that the under-
standing gained would allow staff to empathize with the need for
medial with people of Black or Spanish speaking culture, with young

9
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people, and with the problems of the administration. Empathy and
understanding were to bring about better library service.

Third, participants were to increase their communication skills
with each other and with the public in order to better understand
the information needs and problems of the disadvantaged people we
serve, as well as the library problems of other staff members.
Cosmunicationskills were to be augmented by having participants
serve in the planning and execution of the Institute. It was
hoped that a net-work of improved communication patterns would.
begin by having staff from different departments get together,
share opinion*, insights, learning, previous experiences. Changed
attitudes towards service to minorities, a broader concept of a
library's role, a willingness to become an information resource,
better communication in staff/staff, and staff/patron transactions,
were the desired end product results.

PARTICIPANTS

Thirty participants were selected from the staff of the Bridgeport
POblic Library which numbers 90 full time employees. Thirty is the
largest number that could. participate without causing serious pro-
blems in maintaining public service and the internal work of the
library. It was deemed necessary to include as many as thirty in
order that the impact of the Institute would eventually be trans-
mitted to the entire staff. Initial criteria for selection was for
the library pera-professionals or professionals, currently empaoyed
in the Bridgeport Library System who

(1) showed a willingness to attend the Institute
(2) had a potential for being able to profit from the

Institute,
(3) were flexible in regards to learning new ideas and

techniques,
(4) had a definite need for training,
(5) were employed in a position where the effects of the

training coal be utilised.

A memo from the project director and a brochure describing the in-
stitute were sent to all eligible staff. Applications for aamission
(see appendix) subsequently vent to 39 staff members who indicated
interest in becoming participants. Prom these, 30 were chosen to be
participants, one was added to the Institute Staff, and two were

0
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designated alternates. During the period of the institute, 3 partici-
pants dropped out; of these, one left the staff, one had a depart-
rental transfer which created a hardship to participation and one
thought it was wrong for her to join in and leave others behind to
do her work. Alternates were asked to participate and new applications
were sought - four replacements were added to the roster, bringing
the total number of participants to 31. Participants came from emery
department and branch except cataloging. (see list in appendix).,
Participants were assigned either to Dacri I or Dacri II; when two
people from the same department participated, generally each was as-
signed a different group.

PROGRAM

Program design was to

(1) develop experiential knowledge of the resources of the
community,

(2) offer courses pertinent to today's information needs,
(3) increase communication skills of participants.

Organizationy broadly speaking, consisted of planning in July and
August, tours and mini courses from October through April, conducted
in community resource classrooms by community people. May was an
evaluation period, and June included report writing and development
of an action plan to further the thrust of the Institute. Essentially
two- part-time institutes were run throughout the period, on alternate
days, so that only fifteen persons were away from the liorary at any
one time. The Calendars in the appendix show how the program was
modified in response to participant input.

PROGRAMENG MAIMING AND IMPIEMENTATION

PLANNING

Pre-Institute preparation was underway the moment of grant notification.
Announcements went to library personnel to motivate participation in
the Institute as well as in Institute planning.
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Institute staff decided to adopt To Sargent's suggestion that a
mdnianst of concepts should be introduced and that these concepts
be mutually reinforcing and built into every aspect of the Institute.
In consequence, all communication sessions, mini-coursee, and toll*
were aimed towards developing empathy as tell. as awareness. Partici-
pants were asked to imagine what it was like to be black or Puerto
Rican, on welfare, an adult learner, or a college student, etc.
Participants were asked what library needs one would have in each
situation. They were asked to imagine how agency people feel, and
what they thought their library needs were.

Three open planning sessions for the Institute were held in the
summer. These were attended by a large number of participants and
.succeeded in focusing Institute goals, changing the calendar of
events, selecting agencies to visit, and settling mini-course cone
tent. Open planaing_continued through-out the year. In consoWenee,
the Institute became the participants Institute, not the project
Director's.

COTESES

One of the components of the institute was the offering of mini-
courses. At the Nanning meeting in August of 1973, contents for
the mini-courses were discussed. The participants decided they
uhould comprise the following: Puerto Rican culture, Black culture,
Urban studies, and Teenage problems; also mentioned were courses
on Senior Citizens and on the handicapped should time allow. As
it turned out three topics were taken up in the mini-courses--
fterto Rican Culture, Black Culture, and Urban Studies. There was
not enough time available to include the other topics. It is hoped
these topics can be Taken up at a future tine as part of an on-
going continuing education progrts: for library staff.

The mini-courses were held at the Univers1V of Bridgeport, Housatonic
Co:Enmity College and at the Bridgeport Public Library. Course days
contained a lecture, a question and. answer period, and a tour of a
collage library. Feedbaolk sessions were planned for each session to
provide ongoing evalustiat, but because of time constraints, it was
not possible at every session.

DACRI I and II mini-courses each covered the sane topics, but were
presented from different points of view by different lecturers. The
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two lecturers on ikerto Rican Culture gave the participants the .

point of view of a native Nerto Moan and of a professor of Rise
panic languages. When viewed together on video, the two views
brought about a greater understanding of the problems of the
Iherto Rican society is Bridgeport.

The participants felt that the lectures on Minn studies by Mr.
Edward. one of the Housatonic Community College was more "on
tenet" than the one given by Mr. Robert Ream at '4he University
of Bridgeport, Mr. Keane had talon the tip and care to correlate
the kind of facts participants wanted and needed in their attempt
to understood the turban problems of the greater Bridgeport area*
'lies lecturer at the University of Bridgeport fell. short of the se
lactation) of the group: As mentioned in the documentation for
the session "the speelner,.....did not speak in specifics rem
Dating to Bridgeport: "

The lectures on Black culture were held at the Bridgeport Etzbilo
'Library: Perticipants attending both lectures felt both speakers
were effective. The Rev. William 0. Johnson and Dr: Eliot Strickland,
orte pertinent Information on the growth of the Black population
in Bridgeport, and the problems faced by Blacks housing, ea
plop:unto education, etc:

Most participeats already had some idea of the problems of the
Bridgeport commmity. Mini-courses focused a new light on these
problems giving participants new knowledge sal new outlaw. Msa
bars of the institute did not expect to have answers to these pro
blems, but they are villina to work on finding aolnticas.

TOMS

The general conser.sus of participents is that DACRX hes indeed se.
complished the goal of 'Developing Alm:mese of Community Resources
through our tours, tars agencies selected were varied, and covered
a wide spectra: of the help offered to citizens in Bridgeport. In
spite of the fact that tc..:rs err^ well planned and coordinated,
participants found full day tours fron 9 a.m. until 5 p.m., to be
very tiring. When half day tours were tried in the spring, from 1 pia:
until 5 p.m., porticiponts retained more of the multitude of Wore,
ation presented. (see evaluation, p2 yellow pages, for facilities
toured.)
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As the tours progreseed, knowledge of the many problems that amultiefaceted society brings to a city administration, end of theservices needed to meet these problems, inerti-Ased. Agency peoplewere mostly cooperative answering questions, heading out printedmaterial, and allowing participants a "behind the scenes" look atdaily lit's in each agency. At a few agencies, participants feltlike intruders facing a ca mamication gap. Other agencies selectedfor tottring were 'never toured because no mutual]; convenient timecould be arranged.

The tours made participants aware of false conceptions about agencyfunctions, and increased their knowledge of distribution of terdollars and charity contributions. Participants found, a few agenciesduplicating services, while same areas of need were not being metat all. An example would be non-existence of a drug facility toserve area children under Hwy participants recognised thatagencies which primarily serve lower income people, lack the *pleatbeauty found in facilities which serve the broader base of the comaamity. All participants realized. that there is Imich hidden figthe general public, and that criteria for governmental Amding isoften an enigma.

COMUNICATION BUIIDING

SUITS mums

The development of comiamication skilla was felt by the participate
of MORI to be equally as important as developing awareness of ourcommemity resources. To establish a two-vay commsmication network
between the library and commmity agencies was stated as a goal;
however, comommication between Rtaff end patrons, staff and alleluia-traticm, and staff members to each other was also felt to be necessary:To reach these objectives, several workshops with Ton Sargent wareheld..

The first session was held in September in the classroom of the mainlibrary: As has been mentioned, participants were divided into twogroups: in this ease, DAC= I attended a morning session, DI IIan afternoon session: Tom Sargent talked about feelings and be.hvior patterns. Be shoved the coup how to change their feelingsto goal ones, and how to recognize a prentohild relationship.Games of choice and roleplaying took place: In December, the twogroup met again to Anther their comammication skills: Awarenessof self. "I'm O.K., You're 0.11C:" (transactional analvsla),, was stress,.ad.: Participants found communication sessions more difficult then
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sdieetnnoses or tow /3080i02316 Consequently, they decided to fore-
go a third cossamication workshop in favor of additional tours to
calamity agencies. Participants, however, have been practicing
communication skills lamed In DACRI in their dealings with each
other as well as 'pith patrons.. Soze of the strongest feelings ex-
pressed about DA= by tUs,le ;Involved in it have been the improved
relationships, the breaking glom of harriers: that used to exist
among staff Isenberg. To create en empathetic libmtary service to
our community is en objective that has been brouient one step closer
through DACRI.

VIDEO

TM original proposal &A not consider what ea immense task video
training of participants would be. Since video vas an Integral
part of communication building, community awareness, and of lama
ing to cope with wells, it became immediately neceseary to add. an
Institute staff member for vidao training and ccioainationi The
U.S. Office of Fduciation was naafis:to and as no answer was received,
Janice Benoltolzodero of the Bridgeport Staff was added to the DA=staff:

She began her duties by selecting equipment. F oth Sony end P#121180131.0
noddle ware exenined. While Sony equipment is lore popular,
tried. and true, a decision was made to purchase, the Itaasonie mud
on the basis of easier threading, lightweighimens, and ecanomy. Itwas a sensible decision: Women can lift it; th re have been no

major tasealdowns.

An participants were invited. to learn operati :1 of VTR: There were24. vol.untoers; 22 corileted initial "hands nu" training whichconsisUd of three, one how sessions involving setting eV cad geliking familiarity with equipment components: Diploma 14ere issued. tothose comadeting three hour sessions. (See cppendix)

After Initial introductory instruction, participants were Invited toattend sessions on atranced video techniques: Anr.sesaions troaasgiven, with 19 DA= manhers participating in one or more adinaded
sessions: Training was given by Norman Cohn, Director of the Cable
Center in New liaven Gene Trint of Video Programs mud Systems, and.
Howard Jadobson of the Univergity of BridgePort'i Instruction
covered. filming techniques and application to Cate TV. A small
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group also learned editing techniques as they pat together the DACRI
edited pilot tapes.

All of the various faceta of DACRI were taped: Coltimication work.
shops, agency tours, and. Mini.- courses. Eventually DACRI I tapes were
viewed by DACRI II and, vice versa, thus giving everyone a total DACRI
experience.

DACRI participants were also given opportunity to view tapes from Port
lieshington, long IslAnd., and Natrona Canty Library, Casper, Wyoming,
documanting library video progrems.and projects: In additions rano
ware shown to participants. These Included "fell me where to turn"
demonstrating a community referral service in action, "A Ittai Day at
the Library", "Urban Planing ", and. ABOD Is locally produced film which
explains their agency.

Video was-also implemented into regular library SOINiell Tapes were
made of the Young Adult Alternative high school class book discussion
group which meets at the library, of speaker To Raseno, showing pie.
tures marl reading from his book, of a town nesting on obscenitv. of &
senior citizen open house, and of a fourth grade library orientation
visit.

Generally the grant raised. the level of competence with hardware, end
generated positive feelings towards non-boOk holdiage end usage.
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ABOVE Ale BE!

Institute participants were required to couplets five full daysof Institute activity. This was usually fulfilled by attendingmini - courses, tours and commication sessions. Optional op-partuaities included attendance at planning sessions, fall andspring Connecticut Library Association Conferences, videolectures, end editing sessions. In addition, eight DACEIsomber', worked with umbers of the Continuing EducationSection of CIA, and of the New England Outreach Network ofthe New England library Association, to plan and present aprogram on staff develtosasat which focused on DAM, in Hartford.Also, three DA= participmsts and the Project Director attendeda micro-workshop sponsored, by the leadership Training Institutewhich was a sixilarily funded project titled "Nebraska EmpatheticLibrary Services Institute". The interest shown in optionalattendance imp high. Eighteen participants attended more thanfive full days of Institute, and of these, thirteen completedseven or more full days.
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HABTiamor SUMMARY

Most participants in the Institute agree that participation was
the moat profound experience of our careers lathe Bridgeport .

Public Library. The staff members subledtting:andications indicat-
ed interest in planning the Institute and felt aa, need .to establish
a atwo-say communications netvork with the community agencies in
the greater Bridgeport erea.

The communications skills sessions with change agent, To Sargent,
were quite an experience: Although some of the members were misled
by*. Sargent's method, we all. bsnafitted end increased our comp
municative and listening skills.

For most participants, the significant comment of the Institute
was the touring of agencies: Due to tea/work and planning,tours
were veil run and. resulted. in a great deal of information. Moat
of the agencies were more than accomodating. The agencies are now
more aware of the Bridgeport Public library as a cormanalty resource.

The Video-Tape sessions were great fun as well as a learning experience:
Mug Institute members participated in this voluntary phase of our
project.

mlnicourses were informative. We found great differences in
speakers as to content and style. Mongreambers also enjoyed and
gained, knowledge during the 'rap -sessions' which followed these
often controversial lectures.

A most unique happening of the Inititute is the togetherness develop-
ed among the members. Department barriers were broken as were ad"
ditional barriers previously meant in staffPtopstatt dealings.
=RI did what the administration bed tried to do: It establis hed
meaningfulcommications. This togetherness and cc quad
was the strength of DACBI. Woking as sunlit no major weakness de-
veloped:

Some staff members felt the administration was not showing enough
interest in the activities of DAM. The administration explained
that "they were most interested but pressing activities and problems
of the Library vie for their attention. If needed they were svailp
able." Since the Institute was conducted during regular voceldng
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hours, ve certainly did have the administrational backing necessaryfor a project of this scopes The publicity for the Institute vas
not to the extent sous members would have wished: lixcept for the
agencies in contact with DAORli our own commits lied Little know
ledge of the progress: Known throughout the state in library circles
however, DACRI members have been invited as participants and re.
source parsons in Connecticut library Association pa'ojects. Four
DAORI members were invited 824 attended another project in Columbus*
Nebraska. Maw hidden teileuits surfaced as a result of our partici-
pation: Articulate public speakers, proficient video-tape equipment
operators and literary document= nov number the staff of the
Bridgeport Public Library:

Elisabeth long, our untiring project director end her staff are to
be camsanded for setting the project in motion: Our goals have beenreached: Our enthusiasm continues. In action at this time are group
planning ways and means of continuing the program, use of the video
equipment and continuing education in some form for all members at
the Library staff.
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rR0,1.10.CT DIRECTOR :3UMMARY

The project was a succeJsfu) one which lL; expected to have ongoing
impact in Bridgeport thrcu,;.h a .newly r:ormed staff eontinuing education
committee, a Human Resoures Network, and video outreRch projects.
Unique in its muL;i-faccteC learniag awroach, the :isti.tute upgrad-
ed library corralunication ,,,nd channels, devploped staff corn.
munity awareness,, presented "lie nds-on" vid o techniqpes, enlarged
staff empathy towards mixorities, and re:7haped staff service attitudes.
The project incorporated participatory olgoin; planning by staff
and participant; with continuous evaluation and modification.

The overall project conception was realistic in it original goals,
projected participation, budget and calendar. The Institute can serve
as a model for staff training in various size libraries where there
is a desire for improved patron-staff, and staff-staff communications
and networking channels, staff or administrative interest in a con-
tinuing education program, and a need for library involvement in
the community. Librarians could select the component which best
fits the specific goal needing attention in their library, or choose
several components for a broader range of needs in staff devel-
opment. If staff interest and mvt,ivation in training were high
cost would only involve a materials and speaker budget. If staff
interest and motivation in training is low, a stipend is suggested
in order to motivate participation.

The key ingredient of success in the "Developing Awareness of Community
Resources" Institute was rarticipant control over derision making.
Participants changed and rearranged objectives and activities in re-
sponse to thei- "need to know." This generated a high degree of in-
volvement on the par of participants, and the feeling that the
Institute was their Institute.

For participants, the high point of the Institute varied. Frequently
it was a tour - there was excitement in the trip to resource agencies.
The learning and the socializing all heightened the experience.
Participants felt pride in seeing agencies with special services,
and despair at seeing some of the agency service duplications.

It is interesting to note that those participant:; who shared DACRI in
Hartford, or Nebraska, regard that sharing as their .hcadiest experience
of the Institute. Each suddenly discovered that he/she was some-
body, articulate, knowledg-able, involved, worthy of self and others'
respect. Their communication skills had jelled, and were consciously
applied. Fach wondree. though, "why one had to !,:o away to discover
self worth?"
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several partieipants discovered video and that became their personal
highlight. When the mechanics of this new media had been mastered,
active video-freaks emerced who realized video potential, and had
a desire for more knowledge about techniques, planning, production
editing, and special effects.

Zhe Project Director found satisfaction in watching the participants
effect modifications in planning. A tour was added, some mini-courses
were deleted, a slide program was started which would tell
agencies about the library.

The T'rejeee irector found pleasure in listening to anecdotes told
to her by participants which showed that hey were using what they
learned. For example; A wones4 phoned the library long distance to
try to trace the whereabouts of har brother who was missing. When
City Directories and Phone Directories gave no clues, and the staff
member discovered that tae brother had occasional bouts with alcoholism,
she suggested that the brother might be in temporary treatment at
the Mental Health Center. A short while later, the woman phoned to
saY "Thanks". The hunch had been correct and she had a legacy to tell
him about.

The Project Director also enjoyed seeing participants begin to take
responsibility for contributine,, leading, encouraging and observing
during exoup sessions. The Institute was confidence generating for
staff and for participants.

Problems were kept to a minimum through ongoing modification of plan-
ning. The Project Director felt she did not satisfactorily resolve
the disparity between administrative expectations for the Institute,
which appeared to expect each participant to become a "change agent"
who would eventually effect change in those who had not participated,
and participant expectations which involved learning and having new
(and old) capabilities recognized, rewarded, used, and regarded a.:
indispensible. Institutes probably need confrontations of expectatioLs
throughout their time span, just as evaluation was built throughout.

The problem which was hardest for all staff (participants, non-
participants, administration and project staff) was coping with
vacancies occuring in departments during DACES activities. In some
cases, non-participants considered their extra work load an im-
position, and subjected participants to a good bit of verbal flak
about their interest and participation. At any rate, non-participants
were saddled with extra work, but the fact that they covered desks and
schedules as required, contributed to the success of the erorram. It
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is interesting to note that sore mal-participants are now requesting
to attend more Library A.nlociation or 3taff Association meetings,
feeling that they waited for DACRI to be over, and that "now ix. is
their turn." Other non-participants are "glad it's over and they
can get back to normal."

It is hoped that Institute impact and communication growth will be
long lasting, and that thingv will not return to "normal". Capabilities
have heightened, participants service outlook has been broadened, and
interest in continuing education and using newly discovered capabilities
is high. If the administration and staff would work as hard next year
towards improving admini:;tration-staff communication patterns as the
DACRI participants worked on staff-staff and staff-patron communication
this year, and if the administration and the participants plan and
provide better library service on the results achieved this year,
the impact will be lasting.

Continuation plans arising from DACRI are taking two directions.

By early spring, it was apparent that one project DACRI members
would be recommending would be that the library provide more community
information service for its patrons. In addition, agency people
from United Way and the new city department Human Resources Develop-
ment, were asking the library for human resource information to use
in long range planning.

When the 3tate Library announced that proposals could be submitted
for recently released Federally appropriated, impornded funds, from
fiscal year 1973, it was obvious that a proposal should be submitted
while help was available on a matching basis. Since Library Services
and. Constructton Act Guidelines allow funds to be used in extension
and improvement of public library services which are inadequate, the
proposal was a natural one. The planning committee agreed that the
first logical step in meeting community information needs was to
give in-depth services to agencies.

A project application was made for a Human Resources Information
Network to coordinate, improve, preserve and make available the
collections of information on human resources that exist in the
Bridgeport Metropolitan Area. Activities of operation were to in-
clude:

Arranging for community access to information collections.
Producing and distributing a directory of human resources.
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Providing professional assistance to agencies in organizing
information collections.
Encouraging developeent of information collections where
necessary in agencies that lack then.

Announcement of project fending was received in July. The plan
of operation is still evolving uu(7,er the direction of the con-
ceiver and Project Director Denir Lorenz, Assistant Librarian at
Bridgeport. If the Petwork can dJstribute human resource information
to agencies who in turn better the human conditions of people in
Bridgeport, the DACR1 impact will be long lasting.

As DACRI entered the evaluation eteee there was general agreement
by participants on a second Und of Ditael. continuation focus. They
wanted to continue learning about topics which affect our daily op-eration. They were interested in seeing other libraries, and in
being exposed to a wide variety of viewpoints about library service.
In addition, they hoped to continue the comraderie and communication

which they found in getting together and exchanging and discussing
ideas during DACRI. A task force formed to plan a realistic format
for ongoing continuing education within the library

Concern centered on designing a new format unrelated to DACRI and
of interest to all Bridgerere staff. Recruitment of non-DACRI staff
for task force planning war productive and so plans for the future

were conceived by DACR1 and nonDACRI people. Discussion and de-
cisions were on topics of content, coordination. and budget.

It was decided that a flexible format requiring no coordinator
would provide varied continuing education opportunities without
burdening any one person. There will be a continuing education
section to the Staff Association. This section will poll staff
for suggestions for speakerc, agenuy and library tours. Different
people will plan and coceebnate different continuing education
offerings every few wonths. Personal interest will be the motivation
for each planner to develop a voethwhile seesion. Staff skills in
program planning w111 be eehaneed and the pianning workload will
be spread under this arrangement.

The first program will take place in October on the subject "Views
on Continuing Education for Staff f the Bridgeport Public Library
System," Panelists have been invited who will represent administrative,
professional, para-professional, and library board viewpoints. The
program will be given morning and afternoon to allow every staff member
to attend.
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The Future Oneoine Ta34 Force hae also npproached the administration
with a budget requeL.t :f .5,a).(10 or the 197-1'e fiscal year to provide
a payment for future epeaeers from outside the sysLem, and transport-
ation for staff tours of agencies or libraries. It is hoped that a
budget can be granted whien will give impetue to the nevly voiced de-
sire of etaff for contieuing cdueation.

This ::summary would not be ,omplete without reconnendations from the
Project Director. Recommendations are made from feelings and ob-
servations that the futare directions already being persued are
logical ones to follow.

Continuing education recommendations include:

Provide a substitute or floating staff member ',rho would be scheduled
anywhere that activetieel meeting attendance, aipney letsits, or video-
taping made scheduling tight.

Budget a special amount for speakers, mini-courses, and other con-
tinuing education pursuits. Monetary consideration and staff education
makes staff feel cared for 0.4 well as making them more competent.

Potential lecturer:: for mini-courqes snouea ee uouneed out carerully

before being asked to speak. Possibly a staff member could attend

a class cr speech given by the person before inviting him. Suggested

speakers are not always appropriate. Additionally, careful orientation

and explanatiou of the topic to be presented (lecture contract) is

*.e necessary if a lecturer is being paid and staff are investing time

in listening. The soul is, of course, avvidinr "oft' Target" spealcers.

Visit More libraries. The state Library, the Law Library, the lbdical
Libraries, libraries in the surrounding towns of Fairfield, Stratford,
and Trumbull - all libraeiee where residents; use the Bridgeport
Library under Connecticard. Knowledge of procedure::, holdings,
collections, can be a valuable addition to our everyday service.
All staff should be able to refer a vatron to the proper library
with ease.

Riblic.ize conference:I) workshup:), ana schectul,a staff to attend so tnat

they becore aware of library trends. Change will not appear as threat-
ening ae it has been le the past if staff see advance trends which in-
dicate change.
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Continue posting of articles about agencies or library ideas on the
bulletin board. Perhaps a different person could be in charge of
clipping articles for the board every month.

Begin a Professional Book-of-the-Nbnth spotlight review. New ideas
are few in a library where Civil Service keeps the majority of staff
on the payroll until retirement. The professional collection is a
good one, but relatively unused. A spoken review on the P.A. system,
a routing sheet with book and review, any number of things could be
done to call attention to books with implications for urban service.

In addition, consideration should be given to moving the professional
collection to a spot that is more accessible to staff. Perhaps the
classroom or the staff room would be appropriate.

The continuing education section of the staff Association should con-
sider keeping the documentation form (see form and sample in the ap-
pendix) as a communication tool, instead of switching to notes. Pro-
cess observation is helpful for providing perspective on what is
happening.

A staff person could be appointed who would not only tell new people
about.the Staff Association and ask them to join, but also woad en-
courage them to support the activities of the continuing education
section of the Staff Association.

Reinforcement of communication skills are still needed. People who
were not in DACRI could use the training. People who were in P=1 need
more sessions to keep the importance of such skills foremost in their
minds. Since different personalities react positively to different
leaders, it is suggested that several communication sessions be given in
series by a psychologist, a behaviorist, and a sociologist. The Center for
Continuing Education in Westport can recommend experts in this field.

Video-tapes for departmental training of pages should be made and
combined with a practical test. staff time now devoted to train-
ing could be cut drastically by use of video. Considering the high
rate of page turnover because of changes in poverty-programs etc.,
this might provide some of the extra time needed for the above
suggestions.
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Community information E,gt.:31.ions include:

For a low cost oupplement to he Human Resources information Vetwork,
and a beginning second step for agency referral, it is recommended
that each staff member volunteer to be a etaff ageLey liaison person
for a specific on:ency. ,huff members woule keep abreast of changes
at their agency, by being alloied tine for phone chits with some
one at the agency and for a sera'.-aruma) visit. A list of agencies
would be availab2e at each library desk. Yor a patron needing in-
depth information etaff would dial the appropriate etaff-agency-
liason and that person could tell the patron how to get help, or
actually make the contact for her. Thin would

provide total staff participation and involvement.
force the Library to become a part of the community.
perform a service at low cont.
keep agency material current.
create a pool oV expert:: who are important and needed.

In addition, it is suggested that the library publish an agency in-
formation newsletter three timeo each year. It would be compiled
by having each staff agency-liaison member submit a aaragraph about
current trends or happenings at his agency. The newsletter would
keep staff and meenciee informed about agency changes. It could
evolve a newsletter which would have significance for the
total community. It might eventually nerve as a vehicle which in-
dicates weak point: in service throughout the city.

come kind of reward or reognition sheuld be designed for a pat-
on-the-back to staff members who c" '.:cover a previoueiy unidentified
agency.

Portions of the leraem feetiva:. the Poerte actin Parade, a con-
frontation of Maynr end :ler!lant deriand.;, r. strike etc., are all
living history. :;incc there le no colincrcial TV etation in
Bridgeport, a short Len :et.nute video segment of eacn event would
be invaluable an a record.

Video-tape, of basic holdings and services or each Cv.tpartment should be
made. ,;taff have indicated a need to know more abeu;; our own library.
In addition, tapes celld be ehona to patrons so tney could find out
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What the library really has to offer. For instance, a well paan-
ned and edited tape of the Business and Technology room could be
shown at a factory cafeteria. In order to make the video tape
program effective, editing and cartridge recording and viewing
players should be ordered. These would allow patrons or staff
to view locally produced video simply by inserting a cartridge
into a viewing machilie.

In final summary, the project director feels that:

The most unique features this continuing education project were

the variety of exposure to community resource people, service agencies,

educational facilities, learning formats, and the nulti. layers of

skills offered in video, process observation self knowledge, people-

to-people contact, moderating, speaking, and listening. As each

participant receive.. a chance for every experience, the effect was

"capability surfacint; ". Add to these features the uniqueness of a
training program offered solely for the staff of one library, and

learning was bound to occur! It is important for it to continue.
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OUTSIDE EVALUATION

of

"DEVELOPING ANAHEIM'S 02 COMO= RESOURCES INSTMEUTE"

by

VICTGR .,MUN=C
BRE= CIAPLIN
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Outside Evaluation of DACRI
by Victor E. Muniec, Assistant Professor and
Director of Conference and Workshop Planning,
University of Bridgeport

BASIS FOR EVALUATION

BEST
COpy AVAILABLE

This evaluator focused on that aspect of the DACRI project
which involved tours of agencies; how agencies visited
perceive what the Library is doing; whether it is effective
and in what ways the Library can be of further service.
Reaction was particularly sought on the potential for the
Library staff to provide basic information about each of the
individual agencies to Library visitors and to explore the
possibility for the development of a community resource
information center_at_the Library Advantage was also taken
of the opportunity to obtain suggestions of the agencies to
what else the library can do to meet the needs of individual
organizations and to review what the role of the Library is
perceived to be. A questionnaire was developed and administer-
ed by telephone at the end of the DACRI project. Respondents
were administrators who were involved in the tours and were
knowledgeable about the goals and objectives of their agencies.

In addition, a general evaluation of the DACRI program was
made based on the stated goals and objectives listed in
the proposal.

This evaluator was able to attend two mini session courses
and two evaluation sessions. However, careful attention
was given to documentation reports prepared by DACRI
documentors and to frequent infcrmal conversations with
DACRI participants at the Library to which the Evaluator is
a regular visitor.

PROGRAM CONTENT, OPERATION, IMPLEMENTATION

The overall goal for the institute, as stated, is "to have
each participant gain a working awareness of community
resources and become a better, more communicative information
contact in order to give more effective, relevant library
service to the community."

Specific objectives which were designed to lead to the
realization of the goal were threefold:

1. Participants would become familiar with the
resources within the City of Bridgeport;
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2. The education of participants would continue
through introductory mini-courses on subjects
pertinent to the needs of participants and the
community being served;

3. Communication skills of participants would be
enhanced through a series of sessions with a
communications specialist.

FAMILIARIZATION WITH RESOURCES (First Objective)

It was determined in initial planning sessions that the
best way to become familiar with those community resources
selected for study was through group tours, wherein
participants would experience first hand where the resources
were, the exact nature of services performed and who was
being served and under what conditions. With this
knowledge, the participant would be in a better position to
tell the individual seeking assistance through the Library
which of the specific agencies or resources would be most
apt to meet the individual's needs and the kind of services
to be expected.

Twenty of the most significant community resources were
selected for touring out of a list of more than 100 possible
organizations or agencies suggested by participants. DACRI I
and DACRI II were each selected to tour one-half of the
agencies, record their visitations on video tape at the time
of the tour or later, if more convenient, and then exchange
information and reaction as well as view video tapes of the
visitations. Teams of three participants were selected
to research in advance each of the resources to be visited
and to arrange for the actual tours. Visitations by DACRI I
on October 23 included tours of the Adult Learning Center,
the Rehabilitation Center, Model Cities, Action for
Bridgeport Community Development, Concentrated Employment
Headquarters, (an affiliate of ABCD), Humane Affairs Department
and the International Institute. Visitations on November 1
by DACRI II included tours of the Greater Bridgeport
Community Health Center, Regional Narcotics and Rehabilitation
Center, Italian Community Center, Police Headquarters,
Bridgeport City Hall and the Senior Citizens Drop-In Center.

The McDonald Isaac Service Center was visited by two individuals
on January 28 and the tour placed on video tape for later
viewing by both DACRI groups. On March 12, DACRI I visited
Sacred Heart University Library, Goodwill Industries of
Western Connecticut and the United Way of Southwestern
Fairfield County. DACRI II on March 19 toured the Connecticut
Employment Office, the State Employment Office and Juvenile
Court.
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The reaction of participants to the tours was excellent,
and the visitations and the information received was
regarded as one of the highlights of DACRI involvement.
Comments of participants ranged from "opened new horizons,"
"better understand the needs of the City", and a recognition
of "how agencies are fulfilling needs."

The reaction to individual agencies was mixed, however,
with participants pleased with the efficiency and dedication
of most of the agencies, while more critical of the apparent
lack of direction and organization of a few of the resources.

Quite obviously, hurried tours which include three to
seven visitations in one day are not the best way to gather
in-depth information about individual resources in the
community. Agencies tend also to "put their best foot forward"
in brief tours. Understandably, however, it is difficult
for the Library to release some 30 employees for the
substantially longer periods of time more desirable for
extended visitations to community resources. The Library
is to be commended for its willingness to allow nearly
one-third of its staff members to participate in the study
program. The staff members not participating are equally
to be commended for picking up the additional work assignments
when DACRI participants were involved.

What has become obvious to the participants is that most of
the agencies do not have readily available, easily understood
information in printed form about services being provided.
If this lack of information makes it difficult for DACRI
participants to develop a clear understanding about the role
and scope of some of the resources, then it must be more
difficult for the poor, minority groups, foreign born and
others whom the resources are designed to help to fully
understand where to turn for assistance and the kind of
service to expect.

On the basis of the evidence thus far, it has become apparent
that the various community resources would benefit from
assistance provided through participation by the Bridgeport
Public Library as an information resource center.

The Library by acting as a resource center could further
assist the community by assisting in the development of a
standarized information brochure of booklet, which would
make information on each of the community resources available
in a coordinated way.

Utilization of video tape to record visitations proved to
be very effective not only from the point of view of DACRI
participants, but from that of the resource centers.
Utilization of Video tape as a means to document individual
resource centers and services available can be an effective
communication tool, supplementing printed ,material or
substituting for it.
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EDUCATION OF PARTICIPANTS (Second Objective)

Because many of the staff members had received their
training as much or more than 20 years ago and problems
of an urban community make it difficult for an individual
$to have first hand knowledge of all of the resources
` "available in the community, planning committee members
recognized from the beginning the need to provide additional
training for DACRI participants. The times have changed
also as has the composition of inner-city residents. If
a library is to change to meet the needs of contemporary
society, then the continuing education of staff members
becomes a concern and necessity.

To achieve the educational objective for DACRI participants,
the planning committee decided upon the development of a
series of mini-courses geared to some of the pressing inner-
city problems. In addition, the DACRI director and her
staff took advantage of a 7MiniiCtiarette in Blueprint for
Continuing Education for Libraries Ihroughout the Country"
at the Wolcott Public Library on Nov. 16, 1973 and a micro-
workshop in Nebraska to exchange ideas and concepts on
programs and evaluation which would benefit the local
DACRI program.

Mini-workshops on the local level were conducted on Spanish
Speaking Culture, for DACRI I on October 2, 1973 at Housatonic
Community College (Prof. Thomas Miranda, speaker) and on
October 9v 1973 for DACRI II at the University oU4Bridgeport,
(Prof. Leonard Bloom); Urban Planning on November 13, 1973
for DACRI I at the University of Bridgeport (Prof. Robert
Redmann) and November 20, 1973 for DACRI II at Housatonic
Community College (Prof. Edward Keane); and Black Culture,
offered variously by the Rev. William O. Johnson,

and the Rev. Eliot Strickland and special sessions
were also provided on video taping by Dr. Howard B. Jacobson
of the University of Bridgeport, Gene Trinx, and subsequently
to DACRI participants by Beth Long, June Csoltko and Janice
B. Fodero of the DACRI staff.

The mini session faculty were selected on the basis of
staff recommendations and suggestions from outside sources.
Not all of the participating faculty members lived up to
expectations. The most informative, from the standpoint of
DACRI participants, notably in the area of Black and Spanish
Culture, were those individuals who had experienced what
they were discussing, from the point of view that Uiey them-
selves were either Black or Spanish and more intimately
know the problems with which they are confronted. Subject
matter presented by faculty members tended to be philosophical
and general. In the limited amount of time available, focus
on individual problems and concerns was not readily possible.
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More careful selection of mini session faculty members
will be necessary in future DACRI sessions. Specific direction
in terms of areas to be covered will also be desirable.

The visits to libraries at the University of Bridgeport
and Sacred Heart University as part' of the Mini-session
proved to be worthwhile. Interest in closer cooperation
and a better understanding of the areas of responsibility
to the students and to the community was expressed by
Mr. Boone of the University of Bridgeport. The intent of
the mini-courses was to bring DACRI staff up to date on
some of the current community problems and hopefully, to
encourage participants to take more courses either through
area colleges and universities or from some other source.
There have been expressions of interest in receiving more
information through the mini-course format, and this is suggest-
ed as DACRI continues.

A recognition of the role of the library was offered by
Prof. Edward Keane of Housatonic Community College who
suggested that the Library "bring back" adult education)
and discussion sessions also be scheduled to provide greater
interaction.

By and large, the mini-sessions were a success. It is
suggested that future topics go well beyond Black and Spanish
Culture and Urban Planning into areas that are of concern
to the lower and middle income wage earner. "The problems
we all know about", one DACRI participant noted. "What we
need are more and better solutions."

COMMUNICATION SKILLS OF PARTICIPANTS (Third Objective)

It was proposed in the planning process that an introduction
to communication skills would enable the participants to
understand better the informational needs and problems of
the disadvantaged people being served. Secondarily, the
communication skills would assist participants in developing
a better understanding and relationships between staff
members at the library."

The opportunity for staff members from various departments
to work together towards a common goal and, as a result,
to develop a better appreciation of the respective roles
of staff members within the library was recognized early in
the planning process. This.view has been borne out in the
process.

Tom Sargent* of Change Agents in Hartford, a professional
communications specialist was retained for the project as
a staff person and he also servei as consultant. Mr. Sargent
introduced several communicatimVsconcepts into the meetings,
and rap sessions which took piaTe had an impact on the way
in which participants interacted with their fellow staff
members and with the people they serve.
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Concepts introduced included the Observer-Consultant
relationship which helps to bring about better understanding.
Role playing was intended to sensitize staff members to
the needs of the public, as well as to each other. The
very fact that participants were encouraged to take part
in the planning process strengthened cooperation and interest
in the project.

Mr. Sargent recommended that participants approach the DACRI
project with an "open mind." Participants were encouraged
to understand that library service is changing and that the .

change may not always fit our own patterns of way of life.
Therefore participants must be flexible as well as better
informed if they are to serve the public effectively, he
suggestea. Patterns of reactiol, are generally established
when we are youngsters, he said, and under stress, we tend
to fall back on established patterns. The lesson, he indicated,
is that understanding in advance how one may react to a given
situation, it is possible to prepare yourself to adjust,
or change our reaction to fall within acceptable patterns.

An effective technique also suggested by Mr. Sargent was
often utilized by participants---that of "matching zeroes,"
or"putting your head in the other person's head." The
technique was successfully used by participants not only in
DACRI programs, but in participation in the Micro-Workshop
in Nebraska--- and in the every day work. of staff members
in their relationship with others.

The retention of Mr. Sargent on a staff basis, his participation
in planning, discussion and rap sessions, and utilization
of the techniques he has suggested is considered by DACRI
participants as one of the strengths of the project operations.
The utilization by DACRI participants of techniques suggested
by Mr. Sargent in their tours, mini sessions, and day to
day responsibilities, bears this out.

The sense of shared participation in a worthwhile undertaking,
the feeling that staff members can and should play an
important role in determining the goals and objectives of
the Library, as well as having a voice in determining
expansion and improvement of services, should be regarded
as one of the major achievements of the DACRI project.
Continuation of the DACRI project in one form or another is
important. Perhaps more important is the recommended
continuation of the "process" involved in DACRI which can
have a positive on-going impact on staff-administration
relationships in the Library.
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_T_

Results of Questionnaire Survey of
20 Agencies Visited by DACRI I and DACRI II teams
in the Course of the DACRI Program
Victor E. Muniec, Evaluator

In an effort to evaluate the effectiveness of the
tours to the 20 community agencies selected for visitation
by the DACRI participants, a questionnaire was developed
and administered at the close of the program, in some instances
several weeks after the tours had taken place. The questionnaire
also offered an opportunity to gather additional information
and views of the Library as held by the respondents.
The questionnaire was administered oy telephone. Respondents
were chief administrators or key administrative personnel
who had conducted the tours and were familiar with the
DACRI program and its goals and objectives.

All of the agencies vividly recalled the tours by
Library Staff. Each of the agency officials was impressed
by what the Library was trying to do. Strong encouragement
was made for the Library to become a community resource
center. While some information about community resources
is available through some agencies, there is no centrally
located, centrally coordinated agency to which the general
public can turn for basic information about sources available.
United Way provides the most comprehensive information about
the social service and health fields, and is considering
the establishment of an information and referral center.
This would not conflict with an information center which
could be established at the Library. Some exploratory
discussions between United Way and the Bridgeport Public
Library have-been initiated concerning the need in the
community and how it can be resolved.

The tours in and of themselves generally were successful
in providing basic information about agencies visited.
In almost every instance, it was suggested that a better
understanding could be obtained through a variety of
techniques whichwould result in more information about
the role of each agency and services available. The agencies
themselves would also like to have more information about
the Library and the services it provides. Expanded two-way
communication is desirable.
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A number of specific recommendations were made by
individual agencies as to how the Bridgeport Public Library
could provide additional services. Suggestions, in addition
to service as an information center included the development
of a Human Resources Center, better Film Library, training
courses offered at or through the Library, more "outreach"
involvement in the community and in the agencies, assistance
in the development of a better "image" of the agencies, and
encourage more minority people to take advantage of the
resources available at or through the Library. The Bookmobile
received high praise as the kind of service needed in the
community. The Bridgeport Public Library itself is widely
recognized as an outstanding library and this pride was
clearly evident in responses received.

DACRI has more clearly defined some of the needs in the
community, particularly of minority and under privileged
groups as seen through the agencies created to meet some of
the special needs of Bridgeport residents. There is an
opportunity for the Library to further reach out into the
community and take a more active role in these areas wheie
the resources of the Library, its administration and staff
can be of assistance. Responses to the questionnaire follow:

1. DO YOU THINK THE LIBRARY SHOULD BECOME A RESOURCE
INFORMATION CENTER IN WHICH INFORMATION ABOUT EACH
OF THE COMMUNITY'S RESOURCES AND SERVICES WOULD BE
READILY AVAILABLE TO LIBRARY VISITORS?

Every one of the agencies polled supported the concept
of library staff members becoming better informed about
community resources and the services offered. Mere
significantly, perhaps, every one of the agencies also
strongly supported the concept of the Library becoming a
resource information center.

`While 50 percent of the agencies polled said that some
information was being disseminated about their organization
through one or more existing agencies, none felt that an
information center as such existed. Only a few felt that
those organizations which did offer information had a full
knowhedge and understanding of the work of their individual
agencies.

The responses clearly suggest an expanding role for
the Bridgeport Public Library within the community, as a
source for current information about services and resources
offered by the agencies and organizations established
to aid the City's residents.
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DOES ANY OTHER ORGANIZATION WHICH YOU KNOW OF PROVIDE THIS
KIND OF INFORMATION?

The United Way was cited as the most knowledgeable of
those agencies which provide information about health and
social service organizations. The United Way is currently
revising the mimeographed resource book which iv. publishes
and updates regularly documenting health and social service
agencies and basic information about services of fered. The
United Way is making preliminary plans to establ;sh an
information-referral center to be staffed with a social
worker qualified to make referrals to appropriate health
and social service organizations. Discussions me going on
with Library administrators. A spokesman for the United Way
felt that an information center at the Library would in no
way compete Or unnecessarily duplicate the informftion-
referral servicies contemplated by United Way.

Other organizations which were reputed as offering some
information and referrals included: Welfare Agency, ABCD,
Information booth at City Hall, the schools, mental health
center, Rehabilitation Center, Senior Citizen's Dror-In
Center, Youth Bureau and the courts. Information w:s also
listed as available in the newspapers from time to l'ae.

IF YES, DO THE ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING INFORMATION KNOW
ENOUGH ABOUT YOUR SERVICES TO ACCURATELY REFLECT WHAT YOU
ARE DOING?

In only four instances, 20 percent, did respondews feel
that information provided or referral was made by agen
which knew enough about the :: cvices provided by the
In virtually all instanc,is where information about indildual
agencies was given the information was offered by specialized
agencies to specialized organizations where there was a dire....
interest and involvement in individuals served.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE TOJR OF YOUR ORGANIZATION PROVIDED
LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS WITH A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION AND THE SER/ICES IT PROVIDES?

The tours of the 20 agencies ald organizations selected
were regarded by 75 percent of the agencies polled as
sufficient to provide a '7asic understanding of the scope
and activities of indivttrarigencies. Without exception,
however, each agency suggested that it would be helpful if
Library staff members tale advantage of other opportunities
to learn more about the activities of the individual agencies.
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WHAT OTHER MEANS BESIDE THE TOUR WOULD YOU SUGGEST FOR THE
LIBRARY STAFF TO LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR ORGANIZATION AND
THE SERVICES IT PERFORMS?

Additional information could be gained from visitations
and in-depth discussions with the various departments within
individual agencies, sitting in on some of their staff meetings,
participating in programs offered, speaking to some of the
individuals who have utilized services, and becoming better
acquainted through the brochures and descriptive informational
material which many of the agencies have developed, becoming
familiar with legislation and reading the City Charter.

Where the Library could be helpful is to develop a
standardiied-informational brochure which would carry a
comprehensive description of the scope' of operations of each
agency, and the specific areas In which it can be helpful.
The United Way's descriptive booklet is an example.

The video tapes made by the Library's DACRI teams, or
planned, of each individual agency could also become an
invaluable part in dissimulating information to the general.
public. Video tapes represent a visual introduction to an
agency which may be much more comprehensible than written
information for a substantial portion of the audience to be
served.

Book lists identifying significant resource information
for each of the agencies could also be a valuable resource
for individual's seeking in-depth and background informatir

HAVE YOU UTILIZED THE SERVICES OF THE LIBRARY WITHIN THE
PAST SIX MONTHS?

All of the responding agencies, with the exception of
one, reported that use of the Library is being made. Most
used the Library on a regular basis with key staff members
gathering needed information to assist in the performance of
their work. ABCD has made it a point to bring many of its
youth groups to the Library to introduce the youngsters to
use of the facilities and obtain Library cards. One of the
agencies (Italian Community Center) is considering the
possibility of hiring an archivist to gather materials on
Italian Americans. Two of the agencies (Goodwill and the
Mental Health Center) have small libraries of their own.
Some direction has been given to the agencies by the Public
Library in the past. A continuing relationship would be
helpful.

The resources of the Bridgeport Public Library have
proven invaluable to most of the agencies. A spokesman
for Sacred Heart University Library stressed the importance
which the educational institutions place on resources at
the Bridgeport Public Library. In many instances, the educationl....
institutions rely on the Public Library for resources which
they cannot afford, or feel that it is not necessary to
duplicate.

3E3
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY?

The Bridgeport Public Library impressively, was rated
"very good' by 55 percent and "superior" by 45 percent.on
a scale of poor, good, very good and superior. "People
just don't realize how good a Library we have," said one
respondent in reflecting the views of most respondents.
Another commented that the planner for his agency who had
come from the mid-west had not expected to find an outstanding
Library in Bridgeport, and was very impressed with the calibre
of the facility and its resources. Administrators of the
Library and the City of Bridgeport as a whole should be
pleased with the consistently high regard in which the
Bridgeport Public Library is held. The high regard in which
the Library and its services is held is based upon pest
performance. Greater involvement in community activities will
require a continued high standard of performance,

WHAT ELSE CAN THE LIBARY DO TO MEET THE NEEDS OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION?

"Continue what you are doing so well now and expand
your activities through outreach' programs ,'one respondent
said in expressing the views of most other agencies. There
is no doubt that the Bridgeport Public Library is regarded
as an especially valuable community resource.

A well-informed staff, as developed through the BACRI
program and its continuation will further enhance the
constructive role of the Library in the community. The concept
of an information center in the Library through which information
on resources within the community would be available has
received a strong endorsement. Somebody has to do it, one

'44 respondent said. The Library has the opportunity to meet the
need.

Additional areas in which the Library should consider
involvement were suggested as follows:

...develop a Human Resources Center whei:e information on
human resources, social service agencies, etc. would be
readily available;

...gather information on pending and current legislation,
especially from the State legislature. This information
is difficult for the individual citizen to acquire;

...the Library staff can participate in "outreach" activities
such as showing slides, films, or offering lectures, and

reviews at the Adult Learning Center;
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...develop a Film Library on human relations to be available
for showing to community groups and organizations, schools,
clubs, etc. (The Regional Narcotics Center contemplated
setting up such a center but found the cost prohibitive for

a single agency);

...offer regular training courses at the Library such as
the economic development seminars offered last year;

...help to coordinate programs for youth, etc;

...encourage other public facilities to make it possible or
easier for handicapped to enter buildings and use resources
available.( The Library was one of the first);

...develop staff relationships with "loners" who frequently
turn to the Library. Libraries get a Jot of "alienated"
people who seem to have difficulty in communication and
do not know where to go for assistance. The Library staff
could suggest agencies to go to for advice and assistance;

...help to develop a better image of agencies and organizations
in the community. (ex. Goodwill does not feel that its
programs are widely known or fully appreciated.);

...help the Concentrated Employment Program to
drafting program to be offered at CEP;

...help the Italian Community Center with its
to document Italian history in Bridgeport.
is being considered;

...encourage more minority people to take advantage of resources
available at the Library;

...utilize video tapes taken of community resources in proposed
information center at the Library. Copies could be made
available to the agencies themselves.

...visits by the Bookmobile to areas currently not on the
schedule---and make longer, more frequent stops on the
existing schedule.

The Library can not be all things to all people, but
those activities suggested which are within the scope of
its operations should be considered.

develop a

tentative plans
An archivist
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WOULD YOU LIKE THE BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY TO MAINTAIN AND

MAKE AVAILABLE CURRENT INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAMS YOU

OFFER?

Everyone of the responding agencies emphasized the need
and the desirability of current information being made
available through a central source. The location of the
Library, its basic function as an educational and resource
center, its apparent interest in broadening its activities
to better service the community would seem to make it a
logical choice as a central information center.

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER THE ROLE OF THE BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC
LIBRARY TO BE?

Beyond the normal responsibilities of what obviously
is regarded as an outstanding Public Library, it was felt that
the Bridgeport Public Library and its staff can provide some
of the leadership needed in the community.

The Library is beginning to reach p "ople not reached before,
and this is one of its major current achievements. The
Library's emergence as a cultural as well as a resource
center is becoming widely recognized in the area. The
Bookmobile has far surpassed expectations and the demand for
its services is growing.

Clearly, the high regard in which the Bridgeport Public
Library is held presents an exciting opportunity...and a
responsibility ...to exert a leadership role in the community.

The opportunity to serve r; an information center has
been strongly stressed in the Y sponse from participating
community agencies.

The Bridgeport Public Library can become a central
coordinating agency and play an important role in the
revitalization of the City.



Outside Evaluation or DACE'
by Brenda ff. Claf lin

Connecticut State Library

- Attendance at planning and
May 31, 1974, June 12, 1974,
Institute sessions September
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evaluation meetings July 17, 1973, October 27, 1973,
as well as attendance/observation of DACRI I & II
11, 1973, December 18, 1973, April 16, 1974.

- Observation of DACRI member presentations at Community Information Services
Workshop, Wallingford, Connecticut, November 27, 1973, and New England Outreach
Network - Connecticut Library Association combined meeting, February 27, 1974,
Hartford,Cc necticut.

Quectionnaires distributed October 24, 1973, and June 3, 1974.

- Post meeting reaction sheet distributed December 18, 1973.

- studying documentation of all Institute-related sessions.

- Frequent informal meetings and phone calls with DACRI staff, DACRI project
director, and Bridgeport Public Library staff and administration.

Most of the benefits sought through a program of staff development are long term
and the full impact will only be measurable over an extended period of time.
However, there are a number of things which DACRI presented and accomplished
which are already having some impact on this institution and which have implications
for staff development programs in any number of library settings. Section A of
this report is directed toward specific components designed to reach DACRI
objectives. Sections B & C deal with the deliberately established atmosphere in
which the DACRI participants were eble to take full advantage of any and all aspects
of this educational opportunity and to individualize their learning.

P.

A. THE MAJOR PROCESS MODES WHICH WERE DESIGNED TO MEET INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES

1. Making Avncy Contacts & Tours to Agencies

Making the tours and gaining first-hand information about agency resources
and services were definitely a highlight for all involved. The June 1974
questionnaire results show that both interest in the community and learning
more about it were the main reasons most participants stated they applied
to the institute. It is also the area where most people have charted
increased knowledge and where they see themselves giving more sensitive and
informed service. It is an experience they would like to see continued. They
see increased community awareness in terms of strengthened and perhaps
expanded library services as well as in terms of their personal growth and
understanding.
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Logistics and a few minor problems with tours were improved with later
tour segments. The tours proved to be a most realistic approach to these
agencies. Most everything showed throughfrom bureaucratic bungling and
inefficiency to concerned, relevant, thoughtful services. The on-site,
in-person impressions were very strong--to quote one participant, "I began
to feel more of a responsibility to perform my job with more open-mindedness.
This came after meeting community agency people and observing their methods
of job performance." Another noted a feeling expressed by many, "I feel
so much prouder to be a resident of Bridgeport--there is so much going on
in the community and the library is one of the institutions trying to lead
the way." The tours will continue to strengthen the library's role and
services, whether continued along the same lines or modified into a
philosophy of more staff interaction and direct contact with agencies. In
order to be moat meaningful, some regular means of communication sharing
(i.e., staff newsletter, regular informal staff update and discussion groups,
etc.) should be planned in order that the interest and enthusiasm of working
with each other and "exploring the community" can continue.

2. Mini-Courses

Throughout the institute, participants noted the value of the mini-courses.
They learned more about particular cultural identities; strengths and needs,
as well as the totality of Bridgeport's population, past and future.

Although there were a few "off target " presentations, the majority were
excellent presentations which were highly relevant to Bridgeport and tended
to be very solution and action oriented. Through this experience, participants
made their own conclusions about academic versus community resources, etc.

Holding mini-courses on-site wherever possible has a number of fringe benefits.
DACRI participants toured the libraries of three major universities and the
awareness of these community institutional resources will undoubtedly
strengthen their information and referral services to patrons. They also
saw applications of library technology, including videotape, which are not
found, as yet, in most, if any, Connecticut public libraries. Granted
transportation is often a problem; however, the increased awareness of
other libraries in the community is very important. A number of participants
have suggested that branch libraries be included on tours or as host sites
for a mini-course.

If this is to be a continuing aspect of DACRI or an on-going source of
staff continuing education, the staff charged with the responsibility of
contacting resources must be able to invest the necessary time to insure
that the "bese'resource is contacted and that the information needs of the
library staff are fully understood. As this becomes a more normal activity
and involvement for the library, the problems would be minimized.
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Video training was not a primary objective of DACRI, but it proved to be
a most interesting component. As a source of documentation, as a
communications tool, and as a new technology for the library, it stimulated
participants in a variety of ways.

While not all participants had a chance to become involved with video because
of scheduling problems, the videotape training and application were generally
successful. The fact that over 25 staff people have had training and
experience in video is in itself a major accomplishment which will have
implications beyond DACRI. The experience of applying this communications
medium- -having to think about how you wanted to show an agency, conduct
interviews, film a lecturer, seeing how you come across to others, etc.,
was a key factor in the total experience. As can be expected with any new
technology, not all, but a number of participants are really enthused about
the medium and are eager for the library to expand its resources and develop
new programs applying video. Tapes have been used as a means of sharing
inforimtion between DACRI I & II, within the library, with the library board,
with librarians in the State and with the ELSI in Nebraska. As more tapes
are made and editing continues, there will be more exposure and experience
with the medium, including programs with the community.

Another indication of the importance of this phase of the program is a
recent decision of the Bridgeport Public Library to request that the
equipment purchased under the grant become the permanent property of the
Library and the staff study submit recommendations for expanding video
equipment holdings.

4. Communications Skills Sessions

Perhaps the least tangible or quantifiable part of the program was the
communications skills session which were part of the DACRI design. It mot:
be noted that a number of communications skills were introduced in DACRI
experience (video, group discussion and maintenance functions, roles, etc.)
and it is impossible to attribute individual development in this area to
any separate part of the program. The four (4) Institute sessions which
were presented by Tom Sargent dealt with communication skills of perception;
chaage, trust, listening, values, clarification, etc. In addition, they
served as a legitimate forum for discussing feelings and reactions to other
aspects of the program, i.e., "What's that Director of such and such agency
thinking when he hears the library is going to videotape him? or, "Can you
imagine being in a situation where jail is a reward?" etc., and setting
climates where opinion counts. These sessions, conducted by an outsider,
(i.e., Mr. Sargent was the only member of the DACRI staff who was not from
the library), also allowed the group to explore a number of questions about
hierarchy, the administration's role, reaction patterns and interaction
within the library.
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On the whole, participants understood less ofthe objectives of the
communication sessions and seemed to find them more threatening and l is
fun in comparison to other parts of the program. In the beginning, scae
saw no relevance at all. But as the institute progressed, things began
to fall into place for the majority of the participants and they began to
consciously apply the skills which had been introduced and discussed.
Moreover, participants began to talk about feelings and reactions more
openly - -almost in the sense that they had suddenly learned a new verne.nular
of "matching zeros," "patterns," "leveling," etc., which became a mean;
for them to enter into new relationships and understanding.

It is interesting to note the importance participants put on communicati
skills in the questionnaire (June 6th), turned in at the end of the inst.:
In their day-to-day work, as well as in their high priority for emphasis
in outgrowth of DACRI, they see themselves as work4Ag with, relating to,
and understanding fellow staff and patrons better. Furthermore, they
are also able to identify specific areas of communications where they see
problems and where they indicate an interest in learning more ski1447_

THE VARIETY OF FORMS AND METHODOLOGY OF ADULT LEARNING WHICH WERE APPLIE
THROUGHOUT THE DACRI EXPERIENCE.

The DACRI experience contained an excellent mix of educational actititiel
ranging from one-to-one training (video) to small group activities (conta
and investigation of agencies) to group activities (mini- courses, communit
seminar, tours, etc.). Within each activity, individuals had the opportr
to fill a variety of role and group maintenance functions - -leader, moderat,
recorder, documentor, etc. Increasingly, participants will have the
opportunity to share DACRI outside of the library. To date, nine differer
staff members have had the opportunity to lead discussions and speak abr.
the DACRI learning experience to outside groups of librarians in
Wallingford, and Omaha (Nebraska). All of these role responsibilities/
opportunities must be recognized as part of the training. As follow-up
interests and task forces grow, these group functions will need to be
watched and shared. Especially as non-DACRI pakticipants become involved or
staff committees which adopt this participatory structure, it will become
increasingly important to share understanding of the function and responsibi'

In addition, there was a wide range of opportunities designed to &vela-
an p-titude about learning as well as a perspective on one's work in C.,.!
libt.ry. Individual participants were encouraged to select a number of
options (sometimes this functioned as a make-up date) such as attending a
professional association meeting, or a workshop, a public hearing on a
library-related matter.or any alternate DACRI session, or learning to edit
videotape by doing and redoing!

Underlying the entire institute was the environment of openness and flexibil
which waL consciously set by the project staff. No DACRI meeting was closed.
Documentation, announcements, and updates were distributed to all. Flaff ant

participant designations were understood for reasons of function, nc: for
authority or power, or control. The involvement of all participants .n as
many facets of program planning and modification as possible, create an
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atmosphere which encouraged the fullest participation of all. Ideas and
feedback from participants, observers, and staff was easily channeled so
that changes could be made. Throughout the year many successful program
additions/revisions were made. These revisions were both structural (i.e.,
giving participants more time to set up agency contacts, changing DACRI
dates, etc.) as well as content oriented (adding new agencies to a tour,
modifying session agendas to allow for videotape viewing, etc.).

Nothing beyond the minimum Federal Grant requirements was pushed onto
participants. Within the basic framework, this program was their design.
Most participants definitely felt they had a stake in DACRI and that their
ability to provide input into planning, etc., made them all the more
enthusiastic about the institute, and the experience.

In this open setting, participants were also able to become involved in
the on-going evaluation process. Not only were they encouraged to conduct
their own sef -evaluation, but they were given the opportunity to do the
documentation for each session, to become involved with any of the
evaluation sessions as well as to provide informal feedback at the end of
each session and between DACRI sessions. The documentation itself was an
open, reflective mode which became one means of sharing highlights with
non -DACRI participants, the administration and board of trustees, etc.
The format forces one to think about interaction, involvement, participation,
etc., not merely a report of what happened.

THE BASIC PROJECT DESIGN OF WORKING WITH A LARGE SEGMENT OF A SINGLE LIBRARY
STAFF RATHER THAN INDIVIDUALS FROM A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LIBRARIES.

Too often training institutes are directed toward librarians from a variety
of libraries and library situations. They work on action plans and learn
personal development skills at a remote location and out of the context
of their daily working environment. The participants tend to sense a great
deal of frustration when the institute ends and there is no easy bridge
to bring the skills or support for the action plan into the work situation.

DACRI involved a large cross-section of a single staff. They have gone
through training together, they have identified talents, feelings, friendship,
frustrations, and new working relations with their fellow staff members.
Many feel they are beginning to establish new channels to the administration.
They are designing action plans (future projects) together. Furthermore,
DACRI was part of the work environment; it meant juggling daily schedules,
covering various desks and departments and solving programs in the work
enviroament.

Reactions in questionnaires and informal conversation with participants have
continually pointed out the benefits of simply having been brought together.
Branch staff have had the opportunity to meet and work with main library
.staff; staff of different departments have sat down and worked together in
a fresh, new context, etc. This can't be dismissed as being too basic;
this becomes highly significant in this particular library setting, if only
because the participants mention it so often and give it such a priority
in terms of total project significance.
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Most Dacri participants recognize the need for sharing or providing
similar opportunities for all the staff on some sort of on-going basis.
They recognize the resentment their participation caused for staff left
behind to cover, and in most cases they are conscious of the need to
apply and share their skills and knowledge in any continuation or
outgrowth. The Task Force on "Future Ongoings" will be planning for
fullest staff involvement.

Although it is premature to speculate nn the success of any on-going
DACRI or follow -up activities, it is probably safe to assume that
participants will feel less frustration, and at least find group support
when it comes to developing or implementing special projects, or tasks
in the library setting.

Another aspect of this all-under-one-roof feature, which may need further
attention, is the continued feeling of many participants that the library
administration wasn't supporting DACRI. This emerged in spite of the
fact that the institute was held on work time, the library supported the
project director's extra time and involvement, and the library administrators
sat in on a portion of some sessions and wrote discussing their time
restraints. Many DACRI participants felt frustrated over what they felt
was administrative "non-involvement" and an inability of the administration
to see their (the participants) excitement over their learning and
involvement (some describe their first excitement over working). Undoubtedly
much of this response is a result of years of conditioning coupled with.
all the patterns, perceptions and expectations of a hierarchy. It would
have been most surprising if these patterns would have been replaced in
just one year. Both staff and administration should work on understanding
the perceptions and expectations which they have and develop methods of
commun,..cating which can minimize misunderstanding. Another institute
might define and establish participation for the administration which
would reduce some of the communication gap.

One thing that cannot be over stressed is the importance of the attitude
and skills brought to the Institute by the project director. This is
not mentioned with the intention of trying to discourage anyone else
from trying something similar to DACRI, but rather to underline the
specific skills which must be constantly applied in order to allow all
participants the most meaningful experience. These leadership skills
are ones any of us can develop and apply. Specifically, this means never
loosing sight of the fact that this is a learning experience for everyone,
including the project director, and never letting the overall goal
become more important than any individual's involvement and enthusiasm.
Within this framework the primary DACRI objectives have been met.
Bridgeport Public Library was fortunate to have Elizabeth Long to set and
stimulate this climate for learning.

As an outside evaluator for this project, I was in no way exempt from
learning. My role was not passive, but rather one of interaction,
listening, planning, and working with staff and participants. It was
a most valuable and enjoyable experience for me, and I appreciate the
opportunity to have been involved with DACRI.

4P
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DACRI I & II

COMPILATION OF RESPONSES FOR DACRI QUESTIONNAIRE

October 25, 1973

Total Responding - 20.

1. What were your expectations for this Institute?
(Breakdown of participant responses.)

7 - Agencies only .

9 - Agencies and service to patrons.
- Didn't know what to expect.

2. Has it thus far (check one of the following):

17- Achieved.
0 - Failed.
2 - Exceeded.
- No response.

Why (participant write in);

Learned a lot, gotten to know staff, continued contact with agency.
Staff more enthused and positive about library.

3a. What was the highlight so far?
best experience

(Breakdown of participant supplied responses.)

12- Tour.
2 - Mini-Courses.
5 - Video.
0 - Communications.
1 - Interest & Concern of staff.

3b. What is the low part so far?
most frustrating

(Breakdown of participant supplied responses.)

1 - Working with other participants.
1 - No transportation.
3 - Not enough time.
2 - Communication skills.
2 - Duplicity of Agency Services.
6 - Treatment by certain agencies.
1 - A specific mini-course.
1 - No answer.
3 - Getting release time and administration's cooperation.
1 - Frustration of not going on all tours.
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COMPILATION OF RESPONSES FOR DACRI QUESTIONNAIRE Page 2

What could be changed to better meet your needs? (Note: Can be

multiple responses.)

OFFERED SUGGEST IS

OFFERED NO SUGGESTIONS HOW TO CHANGE

Mini-Course 1 8

Tours 1 9

Communications 1 3

Video 4

No Response 8



SYNOPSIS OF PARTICIPANT SUPPLIED

RESPONSES TO DACRI FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

June 6, 1974

1. Did you attend DACRI? Yes (29)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2. What do you feel were the most significant things that happened during

the experience?

* 18 - Staff got to know and work with each other in a new way.

15 - Tours to agencies (increased knowledge).

6 - Video.
- Discovering self-worth and personal growth.

4 - Communication skills.
2 - Mini-Courses.
2 - The co-op and eagerness of participants to make program a success.

1 - Better learning skills.
I - The opportunity to demonstrate leadership.

3. What do you feel the most significant outgrowth or continuation of DACRI

will be?

9 - More aware and sensitive service to Bridgeport residents.

7 - More communications skills.
7 - Continued staff awareness of city needs and resources.

5 - New recognition and value of staff continuing education.

4 - Better community relations.
4 - Better work atmosphere.
3 - Cooperation between staff and administration.

3 - Our "don't let a good-thing die" attitude (i.e., expansion of project. .

2 . Continuation of better understanding of patron and staff problems.

1 - Developing the VTR.
1 - More aware of everything around you.
1 - Expand to include all staff.

4. Haw did DACRI effect your day to day work? If so, how; if not, why not?

* 10 - I am more patient with people and have better understanding of

people and ways to help them.
5 - I relate better to people and work better with them.

3 - I am more informed when asked about community.

2 - Scheduling tough, but worth it.
2 - No change.
2-- More positive attitude toward my job.
1 - Often had to adjust schedule and take advantage of make-up sessions.

1 - Had to manage scheddling and coverage in a small office.

* Many gave multiple response so total can exceed 29.
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DACRI WESTIONNAIRE

Post Meeting Reaction Sheet
December 18, 1973

'441at do you feel was the theme of today's communication session?

Was able to describe DACRI DACRI II TOTAL
at least in part 12 13 25

Was not able to
describe any part 2

2

:::14 do you feel today's DACRI sesi' an fits into the who a DACRI experience?

Was able to relate
some part 9 20

Was not able to
relate any part 5 2 7

what extent does this type ci session have impact outside of the DACRI program?

...As able to identify

outside impact 11

las not able to
Identify any outside
nct 3

11 22

2 5

ullat way will you be able to she ! some of today's DACRI experiences with other stagy..'

0-5 able to identify
way

9 16

-.1J. not able to identify
:..ay way 7 4 11

Thai. would you like to hams fLcure communication sessions deal with?

Was able to identify
further needs 9 10 19

--t able to identify
further need 5 3 8
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5. Do you feel the time was well spent? Please explain.

29 - Yes.
5 - Valuable educational experience.
2 - Personal growth.
1 - Staff is relaxed and articulate.
1 - Staff talents have been identified.
1 - Tours were most enlightening.
1 - Without DACRI, I would not have a knowledgeable or first-hand

information about agencies visited or the stimulation to arouse
my individual interest.

1 - We've got more atuned coping skills.
1 - Too much time spent evaluating.
1 - Some discussions sidetracked.

1 - Library became part of real world.
1 - Enlivened the staff who participated.

1 - Most meaningful involvement since I've worked here.

6. What was your major reason for participating (or not applying to
participate) in DACRI?

20 - Interest in community and learning more about it.
.4 - To work with staff.
3 - It promised to be interesting.
2 - It sounded exciting.
1 - To express myself to varying viewpoints and attitudes.
1 - Video equipment.
1 - To expand skills.
1 - I always want to be in on what's going on.
1 - "I wanted to become part of the Library family--I never felt like

I was part of it."
1 a- "As head of a public department, I felt I should participate. I

didn't expect to get as much out of DACRI as I did."

7. Do you feel that DACRI accomplished its goals and objectives?

21 - Yes. 5 - Partly. 0 - No. 3 - No response.

Some comments:
4 - Exceeded goal I had expected.
2 - Certainly accomplished things not mentioned in the original goals:
2 a- Still some lack of communication between staff and administration.
1 - Learned more about each other than the community in the long run.
1 - But let's not stop; keeping spirit alive is important.

8. Did the project affect your attitude. about the Community?. Describe.

19 - Yes. 2 - No. 8 - No answer.

Some comments:

16 - More understanding for what agencies and groups do (and don't do).
3 - Prouder of Bridgeport.
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8. Con'td.

1 - Softened my attitudes.
1 - More aware of what people's real problems are.
1 - Not afraid to go into certain areas.
1 - I'm more sympathetic working with certain groups.

9. Self-rating of development:

Videotape
Communications

Skills
Community Resources

In Bridgeport.

Shoved Gain 20 17 27

Showed No Gain 8 9 2

No Answer 1 3
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RECORD OF NON-PARTICIPANT RESPONSES TO DACRI
.

FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

June 6, 1974

1. Did you at-and DACRI? No - 23

2. What do you feel were the most significant things that happened
during the experience?

2 - Staff awakening to community resources and a feeling of sharing
and friendship by participants.

1 - Staff participation in planning and discussion.
20 - No response givLn.

3. What do you feel the must significant outgrowth or continuation of
DACRI will be?

1 - Continuad staff educational development.
2 - More knowledge cf community to help patrons, more sympathy toward

problems of others.
1 - Continue staff interest through seminars and allow staff more

participation in decision - sinking procass.
1 - Participation in planning and evaluation and new goals' for library. .

3 - Development of more skills in communication.
15 - No rcsporse

4. Raw did DACRI effect your day-to-day work? If so, howl if- not, why not?

1 - Edited sch4c and read them all.
3 - Tha staf..! rot participating were overburdened when asked to cover.

19 - No reaponsa givan.

5. Do you feel the time was well spent? Please explain?

3 - Yes. 0 :do. 20 - Did not answer.
1 - Real eye-opener for staff.

6. What was your major reason for participating for not applying to
participate) in DACRI?

2 - Don't work with public.
1 - Was not interested.
1 A Laciness.
5 - Was not employed at library at time.
1 - Didn't get application in on time.
4 - Someone'had to stay in office.
1 - Already had strong covnunity contacts.
2 - Had too much work.
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7. Do you feel that DACRI accomplished its goals and objectives?

6 - Yes. 0 - No. 17 - Did not answer.
Best thing to happen in years. Something for rank and file.

6. Did the project affect your attitude about the Community? Describe.

11-Yes. 0 - No. 20 - Did not answer.

1 - Brought me broader knowledge.
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Sunda Post - June 16, 1974
library staff training institute fnul
with picture
from ally Muniec (333.8551 ext: 413)

BEST cbry

Mishers of the Bridgeport Public library staff con-

cluded a year-long staff training institute, 'Developing Awareness of Community

Resources" known as DACES; this past week. Funded by a $10,000 grant from

the U.S. Office of Educe-Dion, Department of Health and 'relfare, the program

involved 30 sta:f neuters as participants. Begun last September its Wawa

to m4e the staff more knowledgable about community resources, how they miser

to the patron' eyes and to give better, more empathetic library service. The

program was developed by Ws. Elizabeth Long, head of the Popular Library,

who serves as its director.

The sessions involved lectures and mini-courses

conducted by community leaders and faculty members from the University of

Bridgeport, Sacred. Heart University and Housatonic Community College. Tours

of 18 area agencies serving the Dublic were also conducted. The Staff made

a particular effort to ruZerstand the problems of udnorities, the disadvantaged,

the aged and youth.

Throug:i the Institute the Library acquired videotape

equipment which particizunts learned to use for taping of seminars and agency

visits. It is felt tbat the video equipment can become an important tool,

both for the staff end p4 611.c.

Communications was a continuing theme throughout the

institute and several sessions on skills were conducted. by. Tom Sargent of

Change Agents, Hartford, Connecticut.

As an outgrowth of DACRI, a further pant enabled

Mrs. Long and three participants, Rosetta Edwards, Doris Naedele and Cell Bath,

to attend. the Nebraska Library Institute, Columbia, Neb., in April. They were

able to participate in nearly a week of workshops and share in the evaluation
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process of a project similar to DACRI.

The program has now moved into that final phase of

evaluation, one that will be completed by July 1. A printed report will be

available to involved agencies and will also serve as a model for other library

institutes. The Bridgeport Public Library was the only city library in the

country to be awarded the *bra:ming grant. All others were received by State

or large institutional libraries which serve regional areas: In this respect,

Bridgeport's institute was unique and is expected, to receive widespread interest.

Taking part in the institute were Bernadette BalAlizo,

Harriette Brown, Rose Dryer, Claire Malocco, Alrena Buttery, Ann Walsh, Ceil

Smith, Gladys Croom, Barbara Strong, Phyllis Cummings, Janes Matheny, Kathleen

Gleason, Mary. nn Skor., Sarah Philbrick, Jennie Hargrove, Rose Piazza, Basal

Jones, lois Weathevb Rosetta Edwards, Ruth MacCalla, TIvine, Doris

Naedele, Beatrice xer Janet ToNansky, Carol Baker, Marian Ludwig, Grace

Haler, Marjory Harkins, Eleanor Ivnch, David Palmoy.ist, lea Kozerewitc.

Serving as staff for the institute with Mrs. Long

are June Csoltko, assistant director, Helen Tarasovich secretary., Janice Benoit-

FOdero, videotape supervisor and Mr. Sargent, communications. Evaluators are

Brenda Marlin of the State Library and Victor Muniec, director of Conference

and Workshop planning, University of Bridgeport. Staff, evaluators and

participants are all contributing to the final report.

Informal ceremonies marked the conclusion of the

DACRI group sessions when Mrs. long was presented with an inscribed watch by

institute participsnts and staff in a surprise move and. flowers were also

presented to the director and staff by Mrs. Rae:tele on behalf of the group.

Rosetta Edwards was in charge of the arrangements.



Friday Post -- June 22

Library awarded federal grant

from Judy Muniec (333-8551 ext. 413)
BEST COPY AVII:IABLE

The Bridgeport Public Library has received

a staff training institute grant for 010,007 from the U.S. Office of Education,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, it was announced today by Douglas G.

Reid, city librarian. The grant, the only one in the nation awarded to a city

library, will be used for a special 13-month educational program, `Developing

Awareness of Community Resources," in which 30 staff members will take part.

In accepting the grant, Leonard N. Mainiero,

president of the library boars: of directors, rewarkeill "It is a particular

honor for Bridgeport's program to have been selected for a grant when it is the

only city library so chosen." He stated that the board felt the Institute

would be of great value to the library staff and, through it, a great benefit

to the city.

Awarded under Title II of the Higher

Education Act of 19650 it is one of a limited number of grants made throughout

the country for training in librarianship. This is the only such grant received

in the state and all others in the country have gone to state or large

institutional libraries to serve regional areas.

The concept of the program was developed

by Mrs. Elizabeth T. Long, head of the popular library of Burroughs building,

925. Broad! Street, who vill serve as program director. The grant was written

by. Mrs. long and Denis Lorenz, assistant librarian. Ws. Long will attend a

workshop to train program directors August 1,2 and 3 in Washington, D.C..

The Institute's purpose is to have each

participant gain an in-depth knowledge of the resources of the Bridgeport area

in order that he or she might be able to provide a more effective and relevant

program of library service to the community.
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Friday Bost - August 3

Library training institute attended by local librarian
from Judy Mniec (333-8551 ext. 413)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Mrs. Elizabeth T. Long, head of the popular

library of the Bridgeport Public Library, 925 Broad Street, is attending a

three-day Leadership Training Institute in the Skyline Ian, Washington, D.C.

The Institute is designed as a training program for those who will direct

library in-service programs.

The Bridgeport Public Library was the recipient

recently of a grant for $10,007 from the United States Office of Education,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. It will be used for a special

13month educational program, 'Developing Awareness of Community Resources,"

in which 30 library staff members will take part. The program was developed

by &s. Long who is serving as its director. Bridgeport staff members are

currently developing a series of activities, and study areas for the fall season.

The Library Training Institute, which is also .

funded under an HEW grant, is under the direction of Dr. Harold Goldstein of

Florida State University. The Institute which began Wednesday and concludes

today, includes specialized leadership training programs geared to evaluation

and communication; sharing of information between institutes on problem

solving techniques, strategies for effective communication and successful

practices; worthwhile reporting on seminars and workshops where institute

directors and faculties meet andtechnical assistance to on -goingtraining

institutes through site visits and consultations. Sessions were led by Dr.

Goldstein, Barbara Conroy, director of the Outreach Leadership Network

Institute, Dr. Ken Eye of the Ohio State Univeristy Evaluation Center.

GO



Sunday Post . August 19
Library Staff Training Institute
from Judy Muniec (333-5551 ext. 413)

REST COPY 1:1111:11TLE

Thirty staff members of the Bridgeport Public

library have been selected to take part in a 13-month staff training institute,

"Developing Awareness of Community Resources."

The educational program is made possible through

a grant for 1110,307 from the United States Office of Education, Department of

Health, Education and Welfare. The library is the only city library in the nation

to have received a staff institute training grant.

Mrs. Elizabeth T. Long, head of the popular

library in Burroughs building, project sArector, announces that participants

represent a cross section of all departments and branches within the city syetem.

Staff were chosen on this basis and how much they and their departments would

benefit from a planned series of mini-courses and field trips to community facilities.

Taking part are Bernadette Baldino, Newfield

branch; Harriette Brown, Rose Dryer and Claire Maiocco, popular library; Alkena

Buttery, Ann Walsh and Cell Suith, North Branch; Gladys Croon and Barbara Strong,

Black Rock branch; Phyllis Cummings, Janes Matheny and Kathrin Koert, Fine Arts

department; Kathleen Gleason, Mary-Ann Skopp and Sally Philbrick, Children's

department; Jennie Hargrove and Rose Piazza, library office; E. Paul Jones, Lois

Weatherbee, Rosetta Edwards and Ruth flacCalla, technology and business department;

Lillian Levine, Doris Naedele and Beatrice Kanner, circulation; Janet Toplansky

Carol Baker and Marian Ludwig, East Branch; Grace Hubler and Marjory Harkins,

Reference and Information and Margaret Morris, Bishop (local history) room.

Departments and rooms refer to those located within the Burroughs building;

Alternates are Vargaret Cholko, Newfield branch and Eleanor Lynch, North branch.

serving as staff for the institute with Mrs.

Long are June Csoltko or Black Rock branch, assistant director; Helen Tarasovich

of community relations department, secretary; Tom Sargeant of Change Agents
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Sunday Post - Aucust 19
Library ;tiff Training Institute
from Judy (333-6551 ext. 413)

'14066.00110

page 2

and Janet Benoit Fodor° of the _popular library staff. Locturers for the mini-

courses will be arawn from faculty at tiic areas universities.

"rhe aim of the institute," Mrs. Long explained,

"is to maLe the library more res)onsive to the needs of all our citizens by being

fully aware of all community resources. Often the library is the place where

people turn when they need help from a city government, public or private agency,"

she noted, adr.ing that its information service is an important library function.

"By knowing the agencies and the problems with

which they deal firsthand by refining our own communications skills, we hope to

use our own and the communitl's resources more effectively," lirs. Long stated.

The program, which is being planned by the

participants and other staff members, will begin with orientation sessions

September 11 and will get into full swing with tours of city agencies October 2

and 9 and the first mini-course le.:tures on October 23 and 30.

The sessions will continue monthly through

April. The institute participants were announced at a planning session in the

Burroughs building today. Other planning sessions are set for Tuesday and

September 13.



APPLICATION FOR ADMSSION TO A TRAINING PROGRAM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The following information is required by the federal government from all persons
participating in federally-funded Institutes for Training in Librarianship under
Title 1I-B0 Higher Education At of 1965 (P.L. 89-329 as amended).

Developing Awareness of Community Resources
Bridgeport Public Library

925 Broad Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut

IMPORTANT
Type or print answers. Return to Beth Long, Project Director, Popular Library.
By August 13, 1973.

FULL NAME
Last First Middle

HOME ADDRESS

HOME TELEPHONE Social Security?;`:

Sex: F M Married. Single Uidowed Divorced

Age U.S. Citizen Yes No Number Dependents

Employment Data

Library Department Ti ::le of your position

Library Extension Current Salary

Employment record during the last 5 years. (Present position first)

Date Name & Address of Employer Title

Education
School Date Degree

Have you previously attended a Title XI or Title II-B HEA Library Institute
or other Federally supported training program? Yes No Specify if yes:

List programs, courses or workshops attended:

I certify that the above information is complete and accurate to the best of

my knowledge.

Date Signature
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DACRI QUESTIONNAIRE

What do you feel was the theme of tod.7's communication session?

How do you feel today's DACRI session fits into the ole DACRI experience?

To what extent does this type of session have impact outside of the DACRI program?

In what way will you be able to share some of today's DACRI experiences with
other staff?

What would you like to have future communication sessions deal with?



TO: A.11. Bridgeport Public Library Staff Si COPY AVAILABLE

FROM: Brenda Mania & Victor Waft, DACRI Project evaluators

Please take a minute and fill out the following questionaire as an aid in
our final evaluation of DACRI. Return questionaire by june 6 to:

Mts. Jennie Hargrove
c/o Library Office
Bridgeport, Conn.

Thanks for your help.

1. Did you attend DACRI Yes ( ) no ( )

2. What do you feel were the most signiricant things that hmppened during the
experience?

3. What do you feel the most significant outgrowth or continuation of DACRI

will be?

4. How did. DACRI effect your day to day work. if so how, if not why not?

5. Do you feel the time was well spent. Please explain.

6. What was your major reason for participating (or not applying to participate)

in DACRI?

7. Do you feel that DACRI accomplished its goals and objectives?

8. Did the project affect your attitude about the Community . describe.

9. Rate your knowledge of the following as of June 1973.

( ) none Communications none Community ( none
Videotape, ( ) average skills average Resources ( average

( ) almost an expert ( ) above average in BA. ( above

Rate your knowledge of the following as of June, 1974.

( ) none Communications ( ) none Community ( ) none
( ) averageVideotape ( ) average skills Resources ( average

( ) almost an expert ( ) above average in Bpt. ( above
average

Use reverse side for additional comments..
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COMPLETE AM RETURN TO:
Beth Long BEST COPY AVAILABLE
DACR1

Bridgeport Public Liurary

. Whet .ere your expectatiO4.; f(ly. t,h10

a. aohievea
Vas it. ',-,hus far r. failed

c. exceedec

tale alight

WhaL is the .30 far?

best experience

What could be changed to make .tnatltute
vou suggest doing it?

C:omponents: mini-course
tours
_:ommunicationo

1 I.::

Video

Inrormatuia (!oizpleted
this fc!rm will enable the institute
to becc,ne more respoasive tc) your
need::.

y

low point
jhat is the so far?

most frustrating thiag

comno.:n-lts more responsive to your needs? Row would

Additional comzents abi.ut anythil.0?V:7n???

Form developed by DACRI0 participants. DACRI
(X; staff and evaluation team at Oct. 25, 1)73

Evaluation meet'ng.



Questionnaire for Community Resources

Visited by DACRI Participants

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Background

Representatives of the Bridgeport Public Library visited with

you within the past few months to become better acquainted with your

organization and the services you provide. The visit took place

under the auspices of a grant designed to have library staff become

more familiar within the resources available within the City so that

Library staff members in turn could provide reasonably adequate

information about your organization and other organizations to

individuals seeking information through the Library.

Do you think that the Library should become a resource

information center in which information about each of the community's

resources and services would be readily available to Library visitors?

E:r Yes I7 No

Does any other organization which you know of provide this kind

of information? Yes r--1

Please list the organization (s)

If yes, do the organization/s providing information know

enough about your services to reflect accurately what you are doing?

Yes /---/ No /---7

Do you think the tour of your organization provided Library

staff members with a basic understanding of your organization and the

services it provides?
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- 2 -

-Too Little Time /---7 Not Enough Time

What other means other than a tour would you suggest for the

Library staff to /earn more about your organization and the services

it performs?

Have you utilized the services of the Library within the past

six months? Yes / --T No /

Once or 'twice Several Times /---1 Regularly =7

How would you rate the Bridgeport Public Library?

Poor /---/ Good /---/ Very Good 77 Superior t:::/

What else can the Library do to meet the needs of your organization?

Would you like to have the Library maintain and make available

current information about the programs you offer Yes / T-No I

What do you consider the role of the Bridgeport Public Library

to be?
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BERNADETTE BAIDINO

HARRIETTE BROWN

ALRENA BUTTERY

GLADYS CROON

PHYLLIS CUMMINGS

KATHLEEN GLEASON

JENNIE HARGROVE

MARJORY HARKINS

E. PAUL JONES

LES KOZEROWITZ

JAMES MATHENY, JR.

DORIS NAEDELE

MARY-ANN SKOPP

JANET TOPLANSKY

ANN WALSH

LOIS WEATEERBEE

DACRI PARTICIPANTS

DAORI I

LIBRARY ASS'T I
NEWFIELD BRANCH

LIBRARIAN I
POPULAR LIBRARY

LIBRARY ASST. I
NORTH BRANCH

LIBRARY ASS'T. I
BLACK ROOK BRANCH

LIBRARY '4.StT. I
FINE ARTS DEPT.

LIBRARY ASS'T. II
BOOKMOBILE

CLERK II
LIBRARY OFFICE

BRANCH LIBRARIAN
REFERENCE & INFORMATION

LIBRARIAN IV
TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARIAN I
BOOKMOBILE

LIBRARIAN III
FINE ARTS DEPT.

LIBRARY ASST. III
CIRCULATION DEPT.

LIBRARY ASS'T. II
CHILDREN'S ROOM

LIBRARY ASS'T. I
EAST BRANCH

LIBRARY ASST. I
NORTH BRANCH

LIBRARY ASS'T. II
TECHNOLOGY
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BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

MONROE

NEW HAVEN

STRATFORD

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

STRATFORD



CAROL BAKER

ROSE DRYER

ROSETTA EDWARDS

JULIA HILL

GRACE HUBLER

BEATRICE KANNER

MARIAN LUDWIG

ELEANOR LYNCH

RUTH MACCALLA

CLAIRE MAIOCCO

DAVID PALMQUIST

SARAH PHILBRICK

ROSE PIAZZA

CEIL SMITH

BARBARA STRONG

DACRI PARTICIPANTS

DACRI II

LIBRARY ASS'T. I
NEWSPAPER ROOM

LIBRARY ASST. I
POPULAR LIBRARY

LIBRARY ASST. I
TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARY ASS'T. I
CIRULATION DEPT.

LIBRARIAN II
REFERENCE & INPORMATION

TIIBRARY ASS'T. II
CIRCULATION DEPT.

LIBRARY ASST. II
EAST BRANCH

BRANCH LIBRARIAN
NORTH .BRANCH

LIBRARY ASS'T.
TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARY ASS'T. II
POPULAR LIBRARY

LIBRARIAN I
FINE ARTS DEPT.

LIBRARIAN IV
CHILDREN'S ROOM

TYPIST II
LIBRARY OFFICE

LIBRARY ASS'T. II
NORTH BRANCH

LIBRARY ASST. II
BISHOP ROOM
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BRIDGEPORT

'AIRFIELD

'BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

.DEVON

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT

BRIDGEPORT
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STAFF, EVALUATORS, AND LECTURERS

PROJECT DIRECTOR Elizabeth Long

Department Head., Popular library, Bridgeport Public Library,
Bridgeport, Conn.

KM Carnegie Institute of Technology

Public Library experience in Bridgeport, Baltimore County,
Martinsville, Virginia and Cuyahoga County, Ohio, as Depart-
sent Beal, Branch Librarian and. Director. Thirteen years of
experience in responsive community service, innovative program-
ming, and media outreach. Active professional member of continuing
education sections of CIA and NEIA.

DACRI - Conceived, coordinated, taught and administered the project.
Initiated opportunities for participants to try out new skills
and learnings. Edited video tapes.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR June Csoltko

Branch librarian, Black Rock. Branch, Bridgeport Public Library

Twenty-two years experience in the Bridgeport Library., including
ten years as head of the Local History Room. Actively engaged in
outreach to the local community.

DACRI - Arranged for transportation, meeting places, special
equipment. Scheduled documentors and moderators. Kept role.
Assisted in communications, teaching and planning.

VIDEO INSTRUCTOR Janice Benoit-Fodero

Community Relations Librarian, New Haven Public Library, New Raven,
Connecticut. Formerly Film librarian, Bridgeport Public Library,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.

MIS Pratt Institute, MS in Education Southern Connecticut State
College.

Organized collection building, programming and routing of films for
Bridgeport Library. Teacher of social studies in Connecticut schools
for five years.
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DACRI Taught video equiprent procedures. Arranged for lecturers
on video techniques. Requested films and video tapes for participant
viewing. Assisted in planning and internal evaluation.

SECRETARY Helen D. Tarasovich

Secretary, Community Relations, Bridgeport nab lie Library.

DACRI - Performed all typing of correspondence, forms, documentation,
and final report. Duplicated documentation and reports and distribut-
ed to part cipants and mailing list.

FULL TIME INSTRUCTOR Thomas 0. Sargent

Director, Counseling and Consultant Services, Change Agents, Hartford,
Connecticut.

Mister Education University of Hartford, *star Divinity Yale University

Extensive experience in counseling and training of counselors. Organized
teams of commwaity people to provide support and help for released
mental hospital patients as Field Chaplin in Montana. Conduct work
shops on library communications in Connecticut and California.

DACRI Advised on communications, speaker contracts, concept pre-
sentation. Taught communications. Participated in planning and
evaluation. Supported. ongoings.

EVALUATfil Brenda Claflin

General Consultant, Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Connecticut.

MIS Berkeley University, California.

Varied responsibilities at the State Library have included service
to prisons, outreach coordination for the state, initiating a
state video lending service for libraries. Extensively involved
in the activities of Target '76, she is also active in the Continuing
Education section of CIA, and the Evaluation committee for the
Continuing Education section of ThXA.

EVALUATOR Victor E. Kmiec

Assistant Professor, Director of Conference and Workshop Planning,
University of Bridgeport.
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NS Boston University

Involvement in planning and directing conferences and workshops,
continuing education and study abroad programs. Respected
community leader: Chairman, Bridgeport Conservation Commission;
Chairman, Board of Supervisors Fairfield. County Conservation
District; vice chairman, Bridgeport Historical District Study
Committee; member, Congress Plaza Planning Council.

7MTURERS

SpanisUpgaking Culture Tomas Zoilo Miranda Ortiz, Jr.

Director of Bilingual Education Program, Bridgeport School System,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Spanish Speaking Culture Ieonard Bloom

Associate Professor, Hispanic languages, University of Bridgeport.

Urban Problems Robert Redman

Professor of Industrial Design, University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport,
Connecticut.

Urban Problems Edward Keane

Instructor in psycholocy, sociology, Housatonic Community, College.

Black Culture in Bridapport Eliot Strickland

Director, Bridgeport Urban Coalition, Bridgeport, Connecticut
Minister, Bethel A VIE Church, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Black Culture in Bridgeport William Johnson

Minister, 1st Baptist Church, Stratford, Connecticut
Director, Project Own, Action for Bridgeport Community Development
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Techniques of Video Taping

Norma Cohn

Director, Area Cooperative Educational Services (ACES)
North Haven, Connecticut.

Gene Trim

Owner, Video Systems and Programs, Fairfield, Connecticut.

Howard Jac4bson

Video Studio, University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn.
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DEVELOPING AWARENESS OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES INSTITUTE
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WHEN
1974
JANUARY 15 (Tues)

*JANUARY 17 (Thurs

JANUARY 22 (Tues)

*JANUARY 23 (Wed)

*FEBRUARY 5 (Tues)

FEBRUARY 14 (Thurs)

*FEBRUARY 26 (Tues)

*MARCH 5 (Tues)

MARCH 12 (Tues)
MARCH 19 (Tues)

* TO BE ANNOUNCED
MARCH 5 OR 7
OR 26 OR 28?

APRIL 16 (Tues)

MAY 14 (Tues)

MAY 21 (Tues)

JUNE AS SCHEDULED

I & II

CALENDAR

TIME WHAT MILNE WHO

1 - 5 P.M. BLACK CULTURE CLASSROOM DACRI I
REV. JOHNSON

9 - 12 VIDEO SKILLS CLASSROOM SIGN UP
NORMAN cam*

1 - 5 BLACK CULTURE CLASSROOM DACRI II
ELIOT STRICKLAND

2 - 3 PLANNING SESSION FOR CIASSROOM
VIDEO SKILLS DAYS

WITH HOWARD JACOTiSbk; '

1 -4 VIDEO SKILLS CLASSROOM SIGN UP
GENE TRINX INTERESTED I

UNABLE TO
ATTEND Jan :

9 - COMMNICATION SKILLS CLASSROOM DACRI I
REVIEWING OF DACRI II
TAPES & RAP SESSION
BETH LONG & JUNE CSOLTKO

2 - 5 COMMUNICATION SKILLS CLASSROOM DACRI II
VIEWING OF DACRI II
TAPES & RAP SESSION
BETH LONG & JANICE B. FWERO

9 - 5 PARTICIPANT SHARING HARTFORD

OF DACRI WITH NEON &
CEC

2 - 4 DACRI I PLANNING CIASSROOM THOSE IN
SESSION

1 - 5 TOUR-PARTICIPANTS CITY MERCIES DACRI I
1 - 5 TOUR-PARTICIPANTS CITY AGENCIE3 DACRI II

9 - 5 ADV. SKILLS VIDEO SIGN UP IF
WITH HOWARD JACOBSON INTERESTED

9 - REVIEW & EVALUATION CLASSROOM DACRI
PARTICIPANT MCDERATOR
TOM SARGEANT, RESOURCE

2 - 5 REVIEW & EVALUATION CLASSROOM DACRI II
PARTICIPANT MODERATOR
TOM SARGEANT, RESOURCE

1 - 5 PLANNING & RECOMMENDING CLASSROOM DACRI
SESSION - PARTICIPANT
MODL.RATOR3

1. - 5 PLANNING & RECOMMENDING CLASSROOM DACRI II
SES;1ON - PARTICIPANT
MODERATORS

TASK FORCE MEATING3 ON VIDEO,
EVALUATION b.. PROGRAM MCDEL

ALL
PARTICIPANT:

PARTICIPANT MUST ATTEND THE DATES DESIGNATED FOR THEIR GROUP IN ORDER TO FULFILL THE 5 FULL
DAYS REQUIREMENT

MAKE UP DATES CAN ONLY BE ARRANGED FOR SICKNESS
THE ADMINISTRATION WILL HELP ARRANGE COVERAGE.WIIERE SCHEDULING IS TOO TIGHT
*OPTIONAL ATTENDANCE
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This report is used for all institute meetinge--rlanning Committee meetings,

staff meetings, etc. As such, it represeebe the documentor's point of view.

********.exe X ***-X. * **9E ********************* *****************

TITi : (Wnat kied or meeting was it; e.g.
Planning Comaittee meting, staff
meeting, etc.)

DATE AND LENGT.' OF MEETING:

LOCATION:
CONVENOR: (Who "called" the meeting?)

DOCUMENTOR(3): (Who is writing this report?)

ATTENDING: (Last who wau there, as participant

er observer. Attach list if one
was printed for the meeting.)

ABSENT: (Who was invited but did not come.)

PURPOSE(3) (Give reasons and intent as stated

OF MEETING: in the meeting, in preliminary
material, or as generally understood
by attendees. Attach letters or
meeting notice if one was mailed out.)

MAIN 13.31/E3 AND (rihat did the meeting focus on?

CONCERM: Now were issues resolved? Now did
attendees interact on the various
issues?)

DECISIOW MADE: (List the decision6 made by the
group or those announced to the

group. Indicate how these decisions

were arrived at.)

NEXT 3TEP:;: (What need:: to be dene? Who will be
responsible for what? By when?)

******4 x x x x x *******4(-********-***** ****************-1(-***4HR4******

0 D0 0 4.)a .4
Qj I-4
14 a: .0
k) z) as0 .^. Z

4 DI

tD
fl
.r4

0)g
Fa

a)

4.)
MAJOR PROBLEMS

e PURING MEETING:
,St

(2)

.0 0
LA

0 0
DOCUMENTOR '3
EVALUATION OF

9 g .94 MEETING:
41 0 $4 f40

a 0 4$

t: 2' 5 P4 V
coax

m a N EVAIAJkTION OF NY
0.1 0

1.1 $4 0 le PARTICIPTION:

gi 4 V tL

(What held up progress? What
prevented decisions from being made?
What wore "hot" topics?)
(How did you preceive the meeting in
terms of communications, participation,

decision - making, problem-solving,
and general group process observ-
ations? Include comments on informal
gatherings prior to and following
the convened meetieg.)
(Describe your preception of the things
you did or didn't (lo during the meeting.

Now did your participation affect the

meeting?)

P.OPAIP.4.0..04W1He*******K-M-*4WE4tiHHHHE.***X-X-N-IHHi-****4R4Ht*X-K-**M**iHHHI-*4E4E-**4R4HHHE-IHk

This form is to be completed as soon as possible after the meeting, sent to the

Popular Library where it will be reproduced and aistributed to your staff team.

The top portion of the report will be sent to meeting attendees with the knowledge

and consent of the staff team. The entire report is available only to the staff

team, the office, and the evaluation team.

Outreach Leadership Network (OLN) form

Revised for Bridgeport, Conn. 7/73
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DEVELOPING AWARENESS
OF COIAMUNITY mots=

Bridgeport Public Library
925 Broad Street

Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

WORKSHO:* DOCUMTATION FORibi

This report is used to describe OW workshop programs.

lassion: (day, time, locale)

Name of Documentator:

Who attended if other than a general session:

INIMMIlim..1 41.~011011.0miwww...morenw

Purpose of session: (intents of this session, e.g., a purpose of an opening
session would include to establish a climate whieh fosters open discussion0'to
provide basic information needed by participants and staff to work toaether, etc.)

.....c221osalLz2s114etho: (what is the design of the session, and which staff members did
what functions, e.g., Larry convened the group and numbered off for small groups
of sin, which were charged to address three questions...etc.)

Process Commeatsi (how did you perceive the session in terms of communication,
participation, decision-making, etc.?)

Documentor's Evaluation: (how well were the purposes accomplished? Was the materialM3igreandunderstood, that unfilled needs did you see?) Put on back of
this sheet.

O1N Form
used at Bridgeport, Conn.

9/73

7L3
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Dear

Lot ere ?rojed ci;reciam
V315$5$1 , Eltt. 4CZ

August 25, 1973

BEST COPY /NUM

The goal of the library is to bring r2ople and information together.
A Library Training Institute, federally- funded, is currently being
implemented to develop staff awareness of community resources and
improve servicc to Bridgeport residents. As you are aware, Bridgeport
is changing. To bring new information in all forms to urban residents,
the library must match its services with the needs and interests of the
community. It seems that learning about Bridgeport agencies is not
only a good place to begin, but is a little like looking through the
community keyhole to acquaint ourselves with the actual and potential
library users.

Several Library Institute members would like to enter into a library-
agency dialogue with you and/or members of your staff. Such a meet-
ing would provide a unique opportunity for two -way learning experiences.
Perhaps you could share with us an information profile of your agency,
that is: background, facility, clientele, and service. We are most
willing to talk about library resources and services.

As a follow-up possibly you could permit 15 Library Institute members
to tour your facility. If you are interested, a videotape record of
the agency visit could be made by the library, allowing an ever larger
public to become acquainted with your activities.

Sometime within the next week or so, a Library Institute member will
be phoning you to request a convenient time for an initial meeting.
We hope that you will help us in this mutually beneficial endeavor.
If you have any question, please feel free to phone us.

Yours truly,
Elizabeth T. Long, Project Director
June K. Csoltko, Ass't Director
Janice Benoit-rodero, Media Coordinator

Thrasovidh, Project Secretary

MUM 79
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DATE:

DOONIENTATION NOBS

Government Grant
Institute for Training of Librarianship Under Title I:13 of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.
"Developing Awareness of Con amity Resources"

October 23
Agency Tour
9 - 5

DOCUMENTOB: Lois Weatherbee

ATTENDING: Bernadette Baldino
Alrenalluttery
Harriette Brown
Gladys Croom
Phyllis Cummings

ABSENT:

PURPOSE Or
mans :

METHODOLOGY

USED

E. Paul Jones

JUne Caoltko
Jennie Hargrove
Kathleen Gleason
Beth Long
James. Maitheny

Marge Harkins

Doris Naeclele
Mary -Ann Skop,
Janet Toplansky
Ann Walsh
Lois Weatherbee

To tour five city, agencies, try to determine their value, learn
how they function, have meaningful dialogue with staff mothers,
and discerner hou we may rioter library patrons to the agency as
there is need.

We traveled to the agencies in a bus, were net by staff maulers
and given a tour of varied components. There was time for
dialogue with fete director of the agency or another staff member.
Crowded quarters made it awkward to video-tape in every agency
at that time; this will be done at a later date by agency teams.

Our first stop was at the ADULT LEARNING CENTER on Stratford Monne,
Mr. Thomas O'Neill, director, described the functions of this day
and evening school. The classes include basic education, High
School Equivalency preparation in math and English, English as
a second language, and typing. In the language lab he demonstrated
the use of the language /faster Machine foraundamental fUnctional
English. The Center offers counseling services and cooperates
in referral to all city agencies.

The Center was the first to institute a Spanish High School
Equivalency examination in Spanish.

Mr. O'Neill would like to expand activities to an unused school
building because lack of space so limits their present services.
Originally funded through Model Cities, the Center is now more
supported by the Board of Education. Soon it will be necessary
to convince the Board that this is answering a priority need in
adult self-improvement.

80
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At the REHABILITATION CENTER, Mts. Pat Brodersen, escorted us to
the units which include an arthritic clinic, a toddlers' nursery,
a pre-school clinic, a division for the correction of speech
handicaps, occupational and physical therapy' rooms, and the
Pulmonary Unit which rehabilitates people with various breathing
problems. We also visited an Activities for Daily Living
section which included a kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom for
practice in making the handicapped person self-sufficiz.4t.

Later Mt. McLaughlin, director, spoke to us in the Board z/om.
We learned that because of increased adult therapy, the name
was changed from the Crippled Childrens' Workshop to its present
name. He talked about the importance of catching physical and
mental defects in young children so that behavior patterns could
be corrected early. The organization is funded 800 by Easter
Seal support. There is, a:Jo, a fee set on a sliding basis for
services rendered. There 're 2 1/2 physicians and 29 thereapists
employed. A tunnel connects with Bridgeport Hospital and several
outreach programs are conducted away from the main building.

At lunch time we ate at MEDEI, CITIES and there we saw crafts which
are taught at the Senior Citizens Drop-In Center. Mr. Jim
Grantham, director, explained that Model Cities was funded
federally for only five years. This area of Bridgeport was
originally selected to become a model of what could be done
to alleviate problems of poor education, health and housing
deficiencies, and a high crime rate. An effective police
program for Father Panik Village was devised here. It appears
that many of the initial problems have diminished. As a result
of the drought of federal funds, the only way these programs can
continue will be through the judicial allocation of revenue
sharing money.

Mrs. Sylvia Milberg and Mrs. Wanda Martinez joined our group and
talked to us about ABCD as a whole and about the special activities
at the East Side Headquarters. ABM is the Bridgeport
organization responsible for the attack against poverty and
its side effects. Bridgeport has seven target city poverty
areas.

We visited the CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS beaded by Mr.
Andrew Allen. His secretary toured us through components of
this agency furnishing classes in clerical sabjects, electronics,
16 weeks of English as a second language, and food preparation.
The student is tested to determine his greatest potentials. New
Careers is part of the CEP programs; the enrollees combine study
and work. About 5,000 .have been made employable by these com.
bined activities. It is necessary to turn in definite concrete
results to the government in order to justify the programs.
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THE HUMANE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT of the city consists of the Dinan
Memorial Center, Public Health Division, Air Pollution Office,
and the Welfare Department. Most of our tine was spent with
Mr. Liscinsky, director of welfare. 1:e visited processing
rooms and social worker sections which were very crowlud. Much
to the surprise of some of us, we learned that welfare cases
are usually carried by the city only until the time when the
state can take over the case. Then the city is reimbursed by the
state or fec'eral government. Also, a welfare recipient, once
he gets oa his feet, is expected to repay the agency. However,
limited staff prevents aril profound investigation of the resources
of former recipielits.

THE INTONATIONAL INSTITUTE did not appear to duplicate any ser-
vice given by any other group. The director, Mrs. Jean Boudreau,
spoke to us, inviting her two case workers, authorities on the
U.S. Immigration laws, to join us. The agency was started in
1918 under the auspices of the YWCA. Today Bridgeport has 37%
foreign population. The agency offers skills in interpretation,
immigration advice, sponsors pro ;rams of an ethnic nature, and
an annual international festival. It serves about 54 different
nationalities with heavy emphasis on Jaaaicans, Portuguese, Asians,
and South Americans. Support comes from the United Fund and
income from fees based upon ability to pay. The newest facet
sponsors international travel for students during school vacations.
The Institute encourages immediate study of English, referring
the new comer to Board of Education classes. Mrs. Boudreau said
their counseling services provide foreign born with an opportunity
to contrast democracy with the limited freedom offered by many
other countries.

PROCESS
COMMENTS:

3.

Most staff members felt that the day was especially revealing
and they learned many new facts. It enabled some who had a con-
cern about their tax dollars to rbserve how this money was being
spent. For some, a previous false conception of an agency was
corrected. For example, a few thought the International Institute
was largely a social club; they found this to be incorrect.
Several felt that we were not sufficiently able to close the
communication gap with ABCD. Certainly we did not receive our
promised coffee there!
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Biddle, William W. %co Coasmuait ns aDe train
for local workers. Ro t.

Banal, Miry 1te. "Urban Info end blic libraries: a des for
service 14brary at 5, p.

Conroy, Barbara. leaders....e of the Outreti.okt
Leadership Network Any

Conroy, Barbara. Outreach Action Planning. Ja._ CUtreach Leadership
?retwork DurbAn, B.E. 1912.

Crowley, Terence anti Chillers, Thome. Information Service in Public
Libraries* Scarecrow. 1971

de Bono, Edward. lateral mivitnirt y step bar ems. 8arper91970.

Gaines, Ervin.. "The Urban Library Dilemma." Library Journal. Nov. 1, 1969.
P. 3966..

Lipman, Claire. The Disadvantafa and Lib,imr Effectiveness. A.L.A. 1972.

kartin, Allis Bath. A Strata for Public Lib
librarz goals fees

National Book Comittse. Iellibborhood Library Centers and Services. 2nd ed.
3867.

Area,. Dorothy; ed. Commit Service innovations in outreach at the
!,-coklIn Public O.

libuscivi, Cathleen. A...Study of Urban Library Needs. Univ. ILlinols. 1972.

Stone, Elizabeth W. ed., Aew Directions in Staff Develo t a
guide for local. wor orw
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READINGS IN VTR

During the year, many books and periodicals were circulated among
particivents for learning more about ITR. A selection ftllnwm:

Anderson Chuck. The Electric Journalist& tin introduction to video.Praeger. N.Y. 1/T3.

Film library Quarter17. "New Media Services: Cable TV 1. video inthe Ptib lic Library." Sumer. 1972.

blettingly, Grayson. Int...t9rictrEWSaa................n....the-Camera VTR S tea.Scribner's. N.Y.

National Cable TV Association. Cable Television & Education.NCTA, Washington, D.C. 1971.

Shamberg, lachael. Guerrilla Television. Holt. Rinehart & Wilson.Na. 1971.

Videotreez. S etti Cit VYdeo Sandbouk e to use re andmeintenance. ger.

Young, Jean. Woodstock Craftsman's Manuel. Praeger. A.Y. 1772.

Z3Iner, A.C. 14rn. CommizeiV Media Handbook. Scarecrow. N.Y. 1973.
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. . VTR INSTRUCTIONS. ,

TWO VERY IN RULES

1. Always turn off recorder power switch when loading or removing tape to
prevent damage to Lecording head.

2. Always keep lens cap on when camera not in use and never aim camera at
sun or extremely bright light to prevent damage to videcon tube.

SETTING UP

1. Plug AC adaptor into wall outlet.
2. Plug pronged adaptor cable into recorder side, DC in receptacle.

Match key indentation to DC indentation.
3. Turn on adaptor power switch.
4. Thread recorder, following diagram, on machine.

. a. check number on 'tape: counter.

b. turn on recorder power switch.
c. depress play button until tape counter goes forward about 20

digits.
d., turn off :'.order power switch.

5. Plug auxiliary microphone into recorder front; be sure mic switch is off.

6. Plug pronged camera cable into recorder side, camera.
a. key indolltati-2. on jack should be on top.

b. screw plug rind tight.
c. put switch under plug on "camera" middle position.

7. Unscrew camera lens cap and zoom lens cap; store in lens bolder.
Push .on camera lens cap should remain on.

8. Screw lens on camera; be certain plastic rinc is around lens opening.

VIDEOTAPII:G

1. Turn on recorder power switch.
?.. Turn on auxiliary microphone power switch.
3. Depress record and play buttons Simultaneously on recorder.
4. Remove push-on camera lens cap; do not aim at sun or bright light.

a. adjust (iris) lens opening for contrast.
b. adjust focus to film action area.

.5. Depress trigger on caulera grip to start filmin:, then release.

Rea light in eye piece is on when filming..
6. To stop filming, depress trigger on camera grip.
7. When all shooting is complete, depress stop buttoli oil recorder.

8. Turn off auxiliary microphone.
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BEST COPY MIME
PLAYBACK

1. Replace pusl-on lens cap on camera.
2. Rest camera on legs.

3. Depress rewind button and rewind, watching tape counter and depressing
stop button when counter reaches 20 or appropriate starting digit.

4. Plug earphone into recorder front.

5. Lift viewfinder eye cap on camera.
6. Depress play button on recorder.

7. ,.men playback is complete, depress stop button on recorder.

DISASSZIABLING

1. Turn off recorder power switch.
2. Turn off AC adaptor power switch.

3. Unplug auxiliary mic and earphone from recorder and put away.
4. Remove camera jack from recorder.

5. Unscrew lens from camera. Screw lens caps on both camera and lens
and put away.

6. Unplug adaptor jack from recorder and wall outlet and put away.

7. Snap recorder lid down.

MONITOR PLAYBACK

1. Plug six-holed square gray plug into monitor back.
a. match holes on plug to prongs on TV outlet.
b. plug other end into wall outlet.

2. Snap eight-pronged square black plug into monitor back, VTR.'
a. put switch beside VTR plug on VTR.
b. unscrew and unplug camera plug from recorder side.
c. plug pronged VTR cable into recorder side, TV; screw plug

ring tight.
d. put switch under plug on "TV" left position.

3. Open front panel on monitor
4. Turn on TV volume.

a. check to see adaptor power is on.
.check to see that tape is threaded correctly and is on
appropriate starting number.

c.. Turn on recorder power.
5. Depress play button on recorder.
6. Adjust monitor picture, vertical, horizontal, brightness, contrast

knobs.

DISASSEMBIZNG f4ONITOR

1. Depress stop button on recorder .

2. Turn off TV volume.
3. Turn off recorder power switch.
4. Remove TV jack from recorder.

5. Depress serrated tabs on. VTR plug and unplug from monitor.
6. Unplug gray plug from monitor and wall outlet.

7. Put monitor and plugs into box and put away.

JBF skit

C/17/73
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TO:

FROM: Janice Benoit Fodero
BEST COPY AMUILE

RE: Techniques of video-taping
January 17, 1974 Meeting
Norman Cohn, Area Cooperative Educational Services (hams)
North Raven, Conn.

1. MANNING
A. Decide who will tape and who will assist
B. Become familiar with taping 1ccation(s)
C. Decide on home base of operation -where to srt up

,Jequipment
1. put recorder, adaptor under table out of view

and out of path of traffic
2. select areas of filming
3, filming. should. be done in trom of light source

(window); caneraperson should have back to window

11. ANGZES 0? MOMENT
A. Best results come from hand held camera

1. tripod limits movement
2. tripod defines controls how camera is used

B. If shooting towards window, use zoom lens to get close up
blocking out light.

111. CREATING INTEREST
A. Good effect is to start filming sequences, slightly

out of focus, then define; endings could also be slightly
out of focus to create dissolve or fade out effect

B. Side angles are more interesting than straight on shots
and make for easier camera transition to different point
of interest

C. Always keep camera on
1. turning camera on/off results in jumbled soundtrack
2. for variety, instead of keeping camera fixed on speaker,

turn camera on people's faces or objects in the audience
as speaker is talking

D. Anticipate action
1. film with Lotu eyes open
2. if door opens or people stand up, change from zoom

shot to long shot while panning towards new source
of action
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TO:
FROM: Janice Benoit Fader°

RE: Techniques of video-taping
February 5, 1974
Gene Trinx, Video Systems & Programs

I. PRODUCTION TEAM
A. Director

1,, decides shooting loc.tion/sites
2.. decides what equipment needed
3. oversees script/interview topics

8. Cameraperson
1.. decides on shooting angles
2.. decides on titles or credits listings
3. figures out best possible shooting techniques

to create interest
G. Boundperson (Interviewer)

1. staff person-decide*. on topics to be covered
2. condo ts interview
3. qualities: good speaking voice

comfortable on camera
relaxed appearance
little movement

A. deperal Asbistant
. 1. acts as spotter for cameraperson
, 2. helps set up equipment

3. moves cords as cameraperson changes position
4. labels tapes - record starting/stopping numbers

title
dates
team

II. PREPRODUCTION PLANNING
A. Speaker program

1. getting into program- show title poster
pan room

, 2. adjust camera height to speaker's neck level
3. set up camera about 15 ft away from speaker
4. *shoot speaker from different angles
5, .variety: face shots vs body shot
6. zoom in slowly on hand or name tag (use zoom sparingly)
7. pan audience- zoom on faces, hands taking notes, etch

long shots of several groups
S. accommodate camera motion to speaker- natural break (speaker coughing)

opportunity to turn camera off
B. Facility (Tour)

1. key to succe9sful production is continuity; path of filming
2. decide what movie/objects to film at each site
3. when leaving room, adjust lens out of focus or blank out

lens aperture for fade out effect



TO:

FROM: Janice Benoit rodero

RE: Video Workshops at University of Bridgeport
March 5, 3.9714 & March 26, 1974
Professor Howard Jacobson and staff

1. Critique of Video Tape
(Brief discussion to follow by entire group)

11. Production Standards: Planning an Activity

A. Review components of the system

1. The camera (handout Omen)
2. Lighting techniques (handout given)
3. The sound system

B. Storyboard and. scripting:

1. Pre-production planning

2. Discussion of concepts in planning

BEST OM Misti,11511

a. Translate the objective to behavioral terms
b. Choose an appropriate product or strategy

for realizing the objective
c. Design an evaluation system to measure street

ivenees in reaching the objective
d. Construct basic seri outline incorporating:

all the above into a eo tape production

c. The basic equipment checklist (handout given)
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C. Camera Techniques
1. always film with back to light source
2. crabbing - long shot

move sideways 1-2 ft
zoom

3. tracking - walk in 3-4 ft on subject while filming
4. to :rimize motion (shaking camera) zoom out

D. Audio Dubbing
1. to operate -

2. start music

press audio dub button & play button
turn on mic
or narration

********

RF ADAPTOR ( to play tapes on regular home TV)
1. Attach to VHF terminal on TV antenna
2. Attach RE adaptor to recorder - camera outlet
3. Switch to camera
4. Turn to channel 5
5. Press record & play buttons
60 Turn on TV

RECHARGE RECORDER BATTERY
1. Plug AC to wall outlet
2. Attach AC to recorder DC cutlet
3. Turn on adaptor only; do not turn on record e
4. leave attached for about 10 hrs

.P.-L.erder gauge will show green when charged

(Note: Recordercan run on battery for approximately 40 minutes)



BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY

925 BROAD S T
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

VTR EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

RECORDER

CAMERA

AC ADAPTOR

*LT

ADAPTOR PLUG

MICROPHONE

WIDE ANGIE tENS

MIC STAND

TRIPOD

EXTENSION CORD: CAMERA/MEC

TAPE

BEST COPY IIIIIIILASLE
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